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W

hen someone asks you, “What is Rotary?” what do you say? I think we’ve
all had the experience of being asked that deceptively simple question and
finding ourselves suddenly at a loss for words. Even the most articulate among us
have a hard time capturing the essence of our organization in just a few sentences.
As an organization, Rotary has always had a difficult time conveying the scope
of our work: not just what we do, but how we do it, and the value of what we
contribute to the world.
As an accountant, I like numbers. They work in every language, and often they
communicate complex information much more effectively than words. That is why,
in this Rotary year, I am asking each club to provide Rotary headquarters with two
numbers: the amount of money, both in cash and in kind, spent on humanitarian
service; and the number of hours of work performed in Rotary’s name.
If we want these numbers to be useful, they have to be accurate. That means
beginning now to accurately track the hours and the money that our clubs spend
on their service.
The simplest way for clubs to provide this information at the end of the year
will be by entering it every month on Rotary Club Central – a tool that has been
completely rebuilt and relaunched to be significantly more useful, and user-friendly,
than it has been in the past. If for some reason (for example, limited internet access)
your club is not able to connect to Rotary Club Central, please be in touch with
your district governor, who will ensure that your information can be submitted
through other means.
I cannot emphasize strongly enough that the goal of this effort is not getting the
largest and most impressive numbers. There is not going to be any competition,
recognition, or public use whatsoever of the numbers reported by any individual
club. The goal is accurate and reliable numbers that we can present confidently in
our public image work, in our membership materials, and to our partners – numbers
backed by specific data, on the club level, that answer not only the question, “What
is Rotary?” but the question, “What does Rotary do?”
I strongly believe that with these numbers, we will be better able to demonstrate
the value of Rotary: Making a Difference – which in time will enable us to make
more of a difference, for more people, in more ways, than ever.
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letters

Climate confusion
I just finished reading the Jonathan Patz
interview, “Your Health Is at Risk,” in the
May issue and was disappointed to see the
repeated references to the consequences of
“extreme weather events” linked to climate
change without supporting facts. Actually,
everything I seem to find on
the subject reveals a decline
in extreme weather events of
recent decades.
We have had hurricanes
for centuries. We have
had droughts, floods, and
tornadoes for centuries.
Where are the facts that
link them to anthropogenic
climate change? Sun activity
or ocean surface volatile
organic compounds suggest
far greater influences on
Earth’s climate than fossil
fuels. I have little doubt
that there is a connection
between extreme events
and health problems, but it
seems a faulty assumption
to link those events to the
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burning of gasoline.
We all want cleaner air
and water, and look forward
to the day when fossil
fuels are no longer needed.
But that day must evolve
rationally and in an economically viable way. Radically
altering our economy to the
detriment of everyone is
not a solution.
Mike Lowry
Roswell, Ga.

Pondering Patz
I question the conclusion of
Jonathan Patz in the May
issue. The headline states
that “your health is at risk”
due to climate change.
Assumptions in the article

A U G U S T

could be debatable. I felt that
when global warming was
not an effective enough
message, proponents then
switched to climate change,
which would cover any weird
weather condition throughout the world. This change
of labeling allows a spokesman like Mr. Patz to link
health conditions to weather.
The one question I always
ask of the climate change
proponents is this: What
caused the glaciers that once
covered a good part of North
America to recede long
before mankind was a factor?
I do not question the
sincerity of Mr. Patz.
I’ve been in four
Rotary clubs, in three
states, for a total of 30-plus
years. What Rotary has
done in the eradication of
polio has to be one of the
greatest accomplishments
in the history of civic clubs.
I am immensely proud of
all the great works that
Rotary has accomplished.
Russ F. Sloan
Leesburg, Fla.

Green business
I was gratified to read an
article about The Rotary
Foundation in the May issue.
The headline made the
claim that “The Rotary
Foundation is the best
steward for your money” and
assured Rotarians that
donations to the Foundation
are “invested responsibly.”
My question to the
Foundation’s Investment
Committee is whether it is
investing Foundation funds
in businesses that do not

contribute to making climate
change worse.
The time has long
past when reasonable people
can deny the connection
between burning fossil
fuels, global warming,
climate change, and many
of the worst afflictions
affecting the world’s most
vulnerable people.
And it is time to consider
seriously what the Foundation’s responsibility is to
make sure we do not profit
from, nor contribute to,
that suffering.
Bill Hamilton
St. Augustine, Fla.

Gift guide
I read with much interest
the article “Your Gift:
From Start to Finish” in
the May issue. A stand-alone
of the article, combined
with the one that followed
it, “Global Grants: Success
by Design,” could be valuable
to district Rotary Foundation members.
Together these articles
strongly tell the story
of the Foundation to our
members and others in
our communities. Please
consider combining them in
a stand-alone brochure.
William E. Dimond
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Aptitude test
As we slog through the
awful political climate we
are in today, I would like
to ask all American Rotarians – indeed, all Rotarians
worldwide – to consider
contacting their elected
representatives to recite to
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letters
them The Four-Way Test
and ask them to commit
themselves to abiding by it in
their political activities. I am
convinced that most representatives would have
trouble saying they abide
by the test, a credo that has
animated the world’s most
successful service organization. Living according to the
test would not only make
their legislative bodies
successful, but also establish
them as role models and
inspire their constituents
to public service, as
Rotary inspires all of
us Rotarians.
John Robertson
Evanston, Ill.

Cultivate alumni
I have been a Rotarian for
over 50 years, and yet I
have met only four Rotarians
who had been Rotary
Youth Exchange students.
Since the program began,
there must have been
thousands of young men and
women who have been
exchange students, and one
would expect that many of
them would later become
Rotarians. Why don’t more
of them do so? Is it perhaps
because we do not show
continued interest in them,
or do they forget about
the organization that gave
them the opportunity of a
Rotary exchange?
Showing continued
interest in these alumni
would keep them informed
of what Rotary is all about.
Clubs should consider ways
of keeping in touch with
their alumni, such as

periodically sending them
a copy of The Rotarian;
sending them birthday cards;
and inviting them to club
events, hoping to ignite the
spark to keep Rotary in
mind when considering
public service.
I believe that Youth
Exchange students should be
considered prime candidates
to become future Rotarians
and that Rotary should
cultivate them as such.
Eddie Turner
Salmon Arm, B.C.

Celebrating youth
Reading the February issue
page by page, as I always do,
I was delighted to see in
Rotary at a Glance, on page
56, the high numbers of
members in Rotary, Rotaract, Interact, and Rotary
Community Corps.
My club has always
recognized the need to
celebrate our youth. In
March, we held our Annual
Scholarship and Awards
Breakfast, which honors
our Interact Club students,
Rotary Youth Leadership
Awards students, and
EarlyAct Club students
from three local school
districts. Another honoree
at the breakfast was the
president of the Rotaract
Club from Suffolk County
Community College.
The five scholarship
winners are high school
seniors who received an
$1,000 award toward their
continued education.
We thank the magazine
staff for continually keeping
us informed regarding

these groups of would-be
future Rotarians.
Chestene Coverdale
Bayport, N.Y.

Reduction efforts
Often I receive inspiration
by looking at an old problem
in a different way. It can
bring a new perspective and
a possible solution. I just
read a book by Paul Hanley
with the simple title of
Eleven. He faces the fact that
the planet is likely to have a
population of 11 billion by
2100 and asks how we can
reach that huge population
peacefully with sustainable
methods – an unavoidable
issue for those of us who are
part of Africa’s exploding

Michael Fairhead
Nairobi, Kenya

The editors welcome comments on
items published in the magazine but
reserve the right to edit for style and
length. Published letters do not
necessarily reflect the views of the
editors or Rotary International
leadership, nor do the editors take
responsibility for errors of fact that
may be expressed by the writers.

Follow us to get updates, share stories with your networks,
and tell us what you think.
The Rotarian, One Rotary Center, 1560 Sherman Ave., Evanston, IL 60201 USA
WEBSITE therotarian.com
EMAIL yourletters@rotary.org
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population. The book is
packed with fascinating facts
and figures, and makes some
exciting proposals for how
mankind can cope. It’s
an important book dealing
with an issue we and our
children and grandchildren
cannot avoid, to which
Rotary one day will inevitably bring leadership.

twitter.com/therotarian
facebook.com/therotarianmagazine
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editor’s note
SERVICE ABOVE SELF

Every Rotary club offers an experience that is unique
yet familiar. Some clubs meet for breakfast; others
get together for happy hour. Some clubs hold traditional meetings; others meet online. For every person

The Object of Rotary

who would make a great Rotarian, there is a club

THE OBJECT of Rotary is to encourage and foster
the ideal of service as a basis of worthy enterprise
and, in particular, to encourage and foster:

that is a great fit.
Consider Kevin Cook. He’s a writer and editor with

FIRST The development of acquaintance
as an opportunity for service;

myriad magazine articles, nine books, and a screenplay

SECOND High ethical standards in business and
professions, the recognition of the worthiness of all
useful occupations, and the dignifying of each Rotarian’s
occupation as an opportunity to serve society;

long admired his eye for the telling detail, his ear for persuasive speech, and

THIRD The application of the ideal of service in each
Rotarian’s personal, business, and community life;

tors meeting to give members an inside look at what gets done when 19 Rotary

to his name. Kevin and I worked together earlier in our careers, and I’ve
his deft writing style.
Two years ago, we brought him to Chicago to sit in on an RI Board of Direcleaders put their minds together. Then we sent him to Chattanooga, Tenn., to

FOURTH The advancement of international
understanding, goodwill, and peace through
a world fellowship of business and professional
persons united in the ideal of service

write a profile of then-incoming RI

Our writer learned
how each club puts
its own stamp on the
Rotary experience.

The Four-Way Test
OF THE THINGS we think, say, or do:
1) Is it the TRUTH?
2) Is it FAIR to all concerned?
3) Will it build GOODWILL and
BETTER FRIENDSHIPS?
4) Will it be BENEFICIAL to all concerned?

President John F. Germ. John saw
qualities in Kevin that he thought
would enhance Rotary and asked
him, “Why aren’t you a Rotarian? ”
Kevin replied, “Nobody ever asked
me. ” John took care of that.

In this issue, Kevin tells us why he joined the Rotary Club of Northampton,
Mass., then reports on a weeklong tour of clubs in his area. He attended meetings
and events put on by six other clubs within an easy drive of Northampton to

Rotarian Code of Conduct

learn how each puts its own stamp on the Rotary experience.
In “It Takes a Community, ” we showcase an initiative that helps local volun-

The following code of conduct has been adopted for
the use of Rotarians:

teers take advantage of Rotary’s resources and expertise to get things done in

AS A ROTARIAN, I will

their neighborhoods. Rotary Community Corps can also be a fine way to intro-

1) Act with integrity and high ethical standards
in my personal and professional life

duce Rotary to prospective members who have shared interests.

2) Deal fairly with others and treat them and their
occupations with respect

to witness how a Rotarian-owned business, which has been in the same family

We’re living in a belle époque. Senior editor Diana Schoberg traveled to Italy
for a millennium, cast a bell to celebrate The Rotary Foundation’s centennial.

3) Use my professional skills through Rotary to:
mentor young people, help those with special
needs, and improve people’s quality of life in
my community and in the world

Like Rotary, the Marinellis’ foundry brings together history, tradition, and knowhow to create something lasting and beautiful.

4) Avoid behavior that reflects adversely
on Rotary or other Rotarians
JOHN REZEK
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To highlight the areas in which Rotary
does its most significant work, RI President
Ian H.S. Riseley is convening a series of
SIX PRESIDENTIAL PEACEBUILDING
CONFERENCES during the first half of
2018. The six conferences will focus on how
peace relates to each of Rotary’s five other
areas of focus as well as environmental
sustainability. The series will:
ELEVATE
Rotary’s status as a global leader in
each area of focus
DEMONSTRATE
The Rotary Foundation’s impact in
each area of focus
BUILD KNOWLEDGE
to inspire participants and increase
their service engagement
PROVIDE
a platform for members and
nonmembers to network,
make connections, and explore
partnerships for projects

10 FEBRUARY 2018
VANCOUVER, CANADA | Zones 24 and 25
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY,
AND PEACE

17 FEBRUARY 2018
BEIRUT, LEBANON | District 2452
WATER, SANITATION, HYGIENE,
AND PEACE

24 FEBRUARY 2018
COVENTRY, UNITED KINGDOM | District 1060
DISEASE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT,
AND PEACE

17 MARCH 2018
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA | District 9675
ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT, AND PEACE

28 APRIL 2018
TARANTO, ITALY | Rotary Italia
MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH,
AND PEACE

2 JUNE 2018
CHICAGO, USA | Zones 28 and 29
BASIC EDUCATION AND LITERACY,
AND PEACE

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
rotary.org/presidential-conferences
2018 Peace Conference Master Ad-full page.pdf 1
AUG17 - Rotarian Main Conformer_v0.indd 9
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Three ways to own
a piece of Rotary history

Doing Good in the World: The Inspiring Story of The Rotary
Foundation’s First 100 Years recounts the fascinating century-long
history of one of the world’s leading humanitarian organizations.
This centennial commemorative book is available in hardcover
for $40; a limited leather-bound edition for $60; or as an e-book in
Kindle and ePub formats for $9.99.

Order today at

shop.rotary.org
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up front

Software,
hard work

EDWARD LINSMIER

AL KALTER
Rotary Club of Mandarin, Fla.
Al Kalter is a passionate believer in
the Rotary Youth Exchange program.
He was the Youth Exchange chairman for Rotary District 7150 in New
York, and when he later relocated to
Jacksonville, Fla., for a new job, he
started a program there. But as the
paperwork started to stack up, “I
decided I needed to combine my
vocation with my avocation, ” says
Kalter, vice president and programmer analyst for APPX Software Inc.
The result was the creation of a
database management system that
now performs virtually all of the
functions needed to manage the
Youth Exchange program. “Our
software significantly reduces the
time that Youth Exchange volunteers
need to spend on clerical, technical,
and organizational efforts, ” Kalter
says. The software makes it easier
for Youth Exchange teams to access
information, file required reports
with the U.S. State Department,
check flight schedules, make host
family changes, and perform many
other functions. The tool, known
as Rotary YEAH! (Youth Exchange
Administration Hub), caught the
attention of other districts and is
supporting Youth Exchange programs in 132 districts. Kalter and
APPX donated the time for development of the system – by some
estimates, a value of $250,000 to
$500,000. “It’s been amazing to me
to see how it’s taken off, ” he says. “It’s
a really big application, and people
are really happy about it. ” – NIKKI KALLIO
A U G U S T
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up front

CONVENTION

Games people play

GETTY IMAGES

W

hen it comes to sports,
Toronto, home of the
2018 Rotary International Convention from 23 to
27 June, has something for
everyone. In Maple Leaf Square,
you’ll find the beating heart of
“Leafs Nation,” millions of
hockey fans who support the
NHL’s Toronto Maple Leafs.
During playoff games,
thousands of people jam into
the square in front of the Air
Canada Centre, the Leafs’
home arena, to follow the
action on a giant screen while
waving white “rally towels.”
On other spring nights, the
square is packed with people
clad in red and black holding
signs that say, “We the North.”
These are fans of the NBA’s
Toronto Raptors, who also play
at the ACC. When they’re in
the house, the square is
known as Jurassic Park.
If you want to catch a bigticket sports event during the
convention, your best bet is the
Toronto Blue Jays, who play
the New York Yankees on June
27. You’ll find the Blue Jays’
home, the Rogers Centre, next
to the CN Tower.
If you’re a football fan, you
may want to return in the fall
to watch the Canadian Football League’s Toronto Argonauts. Their stadium, BMO
Field, is also home to Toronto
FC, a soccer team that has a
small but devoted fan base.
They’re playing against the
New England Revolution on
June 23, the opening night of
the convention. – RANDI DRUZIN

DISPATCHES

Destigmatizing dementia in a small Scottish town

W

hen the Rotary Club of Duns, Scotland, dedicated its charitable efforts to dementia several
years ago, a few of its members, including 2014-15 Club President David McLuckie, were all
too familiar with the disease’s toll. His mother-in-law had lived for years with dementia, and
the club’s junior president had also lost a parent to the illness. “There was a lot of interest within the
club to make things better within our community for caregivers and families,” says McLuckie.
They started with a fundraising dinner, organized by Rotarian Grant Stephen, to benefit Alzheimer
Scotland. There were three popular speakers, an auction, and more than 150 guests, netting this small
club more than $12,000. Stephen was recognized with a Champions of Change Award by Rotary
International in Great Britain and Ireland for his efforts.
But the club didn’t stop there.
When McLuckie’s wife, Audrey, proposed opening a “dementia café ” to give caregivers and people
with dementia a place to meet for tea, share information, and learn from visiting social workers and
other experts, the club funded the café’s rent and other expenses to operate one afternoon a month
at Duns Parish Church.
“I’d heard about these cafés from Alzheimer Scotland and thought it would be a good idea in
Duns,” says Audrey, whose mother died a month before the café opened in January 2015. “I was lucky
to have a supportive husband and sister, and access to good information, but not everyone has that.”
Rotarians and other volunteers brought baked goods each month to what became the
Forget-Me-Not Café (it’s moving to a cozy new space this summer). And local Rotarians asked
for donations to the café in lieu of gifts on their birthdays.
The Duns club was also certified as “Dementia Friendly” by Alzheimer Scotland, after a visiting
dementia nurse took Rotarians through a training about the disease.
“We wanted to raise the profile of dementia,” Audrey McLuckie says about the café and the club’s
campaign. “We wanted to make it something people were not afraid to talk about.”
– ANNE STEIN

Register for the 2018 Rotary
Convention in Toronto
at riconvention.org.
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93,282

People with dementia
in Scotland

65

Percentage of Scottish dementia
sufferers who are female

47 million
People with
dementia worldwide
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THE TALENT AROUND THE TABLE

Building peace at every level

A

MONICA GARWOOD

s a child in Bogotá, Colombia, Lucas Peña was shocked to learn that violence between government forces and insurgent groups prevented his family from visiting relatives elsewhere
in the country. Years later in college, he studied the conflict from what he calls an “academic,
analytical point of view.” Only after graduating and joining the effort to demobilize ex-combatants did he really begin to understand the issues behind the violence that has plagued the nation
for decades. (In February, members of the country’s largest insurgent group began surrendering
their weapons as part of a peace deal with the government.)
Thanks to the Rotary Peace Fellowship, Peña earned his master’s degree in conflict, security,
and development at the University of Bradford in Bradford, England, in 2015. He now works
for the World Wildlife Fund as a specialist in land governance. A member of the Bogotá Capital Rotary Club, Peña encourages other Colombians to become peace fellows. And it’s working:
Five peace fellows were selected from Colombia for 2017.

THE ROTARIAN: After college,
you began working with the Organization of American States
Mission to Support the Peace
Process in Colombia, helping
monitor the demobilization
process of right-wing groups.
What did that process entail,
and what was your role in it?

PEÑA: At that time, the paramilitaries were laying down
their guns, demobilizing their
combatants, and participating
in judicial processes. This
was in exchange for spending
only five to eight years in jail.
As part of the demobilization
process, the government had to

issue identification to the excombatants, because without
identification, they couldn’t reintegrate into society. The government provided them with
health insurance and education, too.
What I did was report on
their security conditions and
A U G U S T
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the re-integration process
of the ex-combatants. I did that
by talking to people – local
government officials, military,
police officers, victims.
TR: How does your current
work at the World Wildlife
Fund pertain to peace?
PEÑA: We are working toward a
policy for the provision of land
to peasants who live in natural
parks in Colombia. The peasants’ lack of land is what made
them go to the national parks
and live there illegally. There’s
plenty of land in Colombia, but
the good stuff is already owned;
less than 1 percent of the population owns more than half
of Colombia’s best land.
We expect the public-policy
response will include the provision of land, but it also has to
ensure that the peasants will be
given productive land, as well
as the means of making that
land productive. Solving this
problem is part of the peace accord that the Colombian government has reached with
FARC [the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia],
the biggest guerrilla group.
TR: What did you learn from
your time as a Rotary Peace
Fellow?
PEÑA: Peacebuilding is not only
a matter of local communities,
not only a matter of national
government, and not only a
matter of the international community; it’s a mix of all those
levels. Another thing I learned
is that the world itself is getting
safer, in that the number of people killed in conflicts has
decreased proportionate to the
population. It’s a very long and
slow process, but the world is
becoming more secure.
–ANNE FORD
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World Roundup
Rotary projects around the globe

1 ] RWANDA
More than two decades after the genocide that killed an estimated 800,000
people, most of whom were members of
the Tutsi minority, life expectancy in
Rwanda has doubled to about 60 years
of age. Yet challenges abound for the
health care system in the small eastern
African country, where many hospitals
still lack basic medical equipment and
supplies. The Rotary Club of ScottsdaleSunrise in Arizona has led a $63,500
global grant, teaming with Project
CURE, or Commission on Urgent Relief
and Equipment, to arrange the delivery
of about $1.5 million in high-quality
donated medical gear to southern
Rwanda. Africa Health New Horizons,
an Arizona nonprofit founded by a Tutsi
survivor of the Rwandan slaughter, also
joined the project, which began in 2014.
In February, Scottsdale Sunrise Rotarians, whose club contributed $10,000
for the project, loaded a shipping container with about 1,000 pieces of

3

In Rwanda, an
average of $125
is spent annually
per person on
health care. In the
U.S., the figure is
about $9,400.

equipment, including an electrocardiogram machine, incubator, anesthesia
supplies, examination tables, wheelchairs, and feeding tubes. “This
discarded, used medical equipment
could not be used here in the United
States,” says David Lewis, a past president of the Scottsdale-Sunrise club,
“but it is a lifesaver for people in other
countries who are in desperate need.”
by B R A D W E B B E R
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2 ] LEBANON
The Rotary Club of Beirut-Cedars collaborated with the Rotary Club of Beirut Metropolitan
to outfit more than 100 children with running shoes so they could lace up for the youth
races of the Beirut Marathon last November. Rotarians funded the entry fees for the budding
athletes, chosen from among the orphans and other underprivileged children who attend
the Dar el Awlad, Dar Ilham wa Yusuf Alghanim, and Dhour Shweir secondary public schools,
says Christine Sabieh, a past president of the Beirut-Cedars club.

Roughly 30 Mayan
languages are spoken
by more than 5 million
people in southern
Mexico, northern
Belize, and Guatemala.
2
5

3 ] GUATEMALA
Continuing a tradition of helping indigenous
Guatemalans, several members of the Rotaract
Club of Santa Barbara, Calif., and the Rotary Club
of Santa Barbara partnered with the community’s
Unity Church and the nonprofit Mayan Families
to raise $17,000 to assist communities along
Lake Atitlán. The entourage participated in a
nine-day service trip in February to build homes,
pour concrete floors, install stoves and water
filters, and distribute necessities.

1

5 ] INDIA
Sassoon General Hospital, a large state-run institution in Pune, Maharashtra state, sees more than its
share of premature and ill babies. The hospital began
its human milk bank to reduce neonatal morbidity
and mortality. “About 10 percent of new mothers experience excess lactation which needs to be pumped
out,” notes Arun Sathe, a past president of the Rotary
Club of Poona. “On the other hand, about 10 percent
of new mothers do not lactate adequately.” The
Rotary Club of Poona spent $30,000 on a new,
specially equipped van that makes rounds to collect
breast milk. “After pasteurization it will be given to
newborns in need,” says Sathe.

4

4 ] FIJI
Members of the Rotary Club of Labasa know that big payoffs can come from seemingly
small gestures that touch one Fijian at a time, says Rajneel Maharaj, the club’s immediate
past president. In March, 10 Labasa Rotarians spent a week repairing a leaky roof and
performing other maintenance chores at the home of an indigent widow and her 32-year-old
disabled daughter. “They have made it possible for me and my daughter to sleep peacefully
at night,” the beneficiary, Maya Wati, told the local newspaper.

A U G U S T
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O

fficials had just issued a
flood warning for the
town of High River, Alta.,
and Carney Zukowski-Young
was at her business on First
Street moving artwork to
higher places. Nearby, her husband, Randy Young, searched
for sandbags to stack in front of
their interior design storefront,
Aisling Interiors. Still, floodwaters had never reached their location, so they thought they
would be OK.
“Our town is maybe 60 miles
from the Rocky Mountains,
which experienced really heavy
rain over a 24-hour period,”
says Bob MacDougall, 201617 secretary of the Rotary
Club of High River. In the 30
years that he and his wife have
lived in High River, he had
watched the water rise every

16

T H E

five years or so. But not like
this day in June 2013.
The mountains upriver were
washed with up to 13 inches of
rain, which rushed down the
Highwood River through the
town. The same torrent inundated the Bow River, which
runs through Calgary.
Around 10 o’clock that
morning, Zukowski-Young
heard a shout from down the
street. “They yelled, ‘It’s gone
over the bridge!’ and it was like
someone opened a faucet to a
tap,” she says.“It was just insane
how quickly it came.”
The rush of water knocked
her to the floor of the shop. It
carried away vehicles and devastated the downtown, soaking businesses with about 3
feet of water. Young says that
at one point the water reached

R O TA RI A N | A U G U S T
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the “7” on the sign at the
7-Eleven store. As a police officer helped a woman and her
child into the back of a dump
truck, the officer’s car floated
away, lights flashing and windshield wipers on.
The flooding, which killed
four people and affected communities throughout southern
Alberta including Calgary,
became the second-costliest
disaster in Canada’s history,
reaching more than CA$6 billion in damage. The town of
High River was particularly
hard-hit.
“I would say 90 to 95 percent of the residences and businesses in the town [of 13,000]
were affected by the flood,”
MacDougall says.
Residents and business
owners were forced to abandon

their properties for up to 12
days. When they finally were
allowed back in, it quickly
became clear that the town
would need an extraordinary
effort to get back on its feet.
Roads were passable but
lined with snowbank-size
piles of mud and debris. The
water had rushed through a
feedlot before it hit town, carrying dead animals and waste,
Young explains. Oil and gas
from flooded cars further contaminated the water. About 8
inches of mud had coated Aisling Interiors, and large pieces
of furniture had been shifted
and pushed around the store.
Later, when the High River
Rotary Club met with business
leaders, they found out that little or no funding was available
to them because the damage

LAND FORCE WESTERN AREA

Loans help Alberta town recover from devastating flood
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had been caused by a natural
disaster. Mike French and Patrick Killoran, 2011-12 and
2013-14 governors, respectively, of District 5360 (parts
of Alberta and Saskatchewan),
approached the club about the
possibility of a Rotary Foundation global grant to aid business
recovery, MacDougall says.
“We knew they were going
to need help, because not only
had people lost their homes, the
schools were gone. Their businesses were gone,” says Donna
Schmidt, 2013-14 governor of
District 6400 (parts of Ontario
and Michigan) and a member
of the Rotary Club of Allen
River, Mich., the international
partner on the global grant.
“They didn’t know where they
were going to find shelter. They
didn’t have a means to support
their families, because they had
lost their jobs at the same time.
It was absolutely devastating.”
The $323,000 grant paid for
training and education programs, business coaching, and a
microcredit loan program to
help businesses start or restart
in the community. Once the
Alberta provincial government
learned about the training program, it offered supplemental
funding, so the club was able to
offer more, MacDougall says.
In total, MacDougall says
the training portion of the
grant, completed in 2016,
reached 364 new and existing
business owners. Several business expos and forums allowed
owners to talk to experts about
business continuity, career
planning, and other topics.
Forty businesses received direct
business coaching. The organization Community Futures
Highwood administered the

Rotary-funded microloans and
training. About $46,000
remains to be issued.
Seven businesses, including
Aisling Interiors, received loans
of $30,000 each, which paid for
things such as tools, equipment,
or renovations, the kinds of
things for which businesses –
particularly those with little or
no collateral – might normally
have trouble finding.
The town set up tents for
devastated businesses to have
a place to operate, where Young
and Zukowski-Young initially
planned to reopen their shop.
They used their $30,000
Rotary loan to instead purchase antiques to sell. But then
they decided to open a coffee
shop in their old space, using
most of the antiques as furnishings and décor to replace what
they had lost.
A River Ran Through It
Café opened in February 2015.
The loan also covered office
equipment and some of the new
coffee-making equipment, and
the couple are still selling window coverings as part of their
original design business.
The business loans haven’t
been issued as fast as the High
River club expected. But it has
also been a slow rebuild: Officials estimate that total recovery could take 10 years. “It’s
very difficult to restart business
when major construction is still
happening,” says MacDougall.
“There’s no parking, and there’s
traffic problems, so it’s been
slow. There’s still very significant need.”
At the same time, the collaborative spirit of the community
is evident. The local Boy Scout
hall can operate because the
High River club replaced its

OPPOSITE: The flooding in High River was so severe that over 150 people had to
be rescued from their roofs. THIS PAGE, FROM TOP: The floodwaters were
contaminated with oil and gas, but also with E. coli, and a boil-water advisory
remained in effect for a month; Aisling Interiors was reborn as A River Ran
Through It Café; the café, with delicious pies on the menu, also does catering.

damaged hot water tank and
furnace. In December 2013, the
club invited families in town
out for a barbecue featuring
popular entertainer Tom Jackson. “People hadn’t been out
for a night for months,” MacDougall says. And before the
business recovery global grant,
the club had raised about
$250,000 to revitalize a damaged and popular park downtown, installing a new stage,
A U G U S T
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playground, and fire pits.
These efforts were designed
to help heal the community and
renew its spirit while it rebuilt
structures and businesses.
“ They came out on the
strong end and they fought back
hard, and they really had so
much to deal with on so many
different levels,” Schmidt says.
“I think we’ve all gained tremendous respect for that area.”
–NIKKI KALLIO
2 0 1 7 | THE
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median household
income of $103,100*.

Too many American cats and dogs are overweight,

according to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Nearly 58 percent of cats
and 54 percent of dogs are overweight, a condition that can significantly shorten
pets’ lives, say FDA veterinary medicine experts. Obese pets suffer from health
problems including Type 2 diabetes; osteoarthritis; high blood pressure; and
kidney, heart, and respiratory diseases.

A staggering amount of electronic waste has

Contact JWK Media Group
to inquire.

been generated by growing consumer demand for more and newer computers,
cellphones, and other gadgets. The greatest increase, according to a United Nations
University report, has been in China, which has experienced a 100 percent growth
in e-waste over the past five years. An estimated 20 to 30 percent of Asia’s e-waste is
illegally imported from North America; valuable materials are then extracted and
recycled in often-unsafe conditions by those desperate to make a living.
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studied belong to the Tsimane people of the Bolivian Amazon, according to findings
in The Lancet. The Tsimane hunt, gather, fish, and farm; men are physically active
six to seven hours a day, and women four to six hours. Diet consists of 72 percent
nonprocessed, high-fiber carbohydrates, such as rice, nuts, and fruit, and 14 percent
protein (game and fish) and fats. Close to nine of 10 Tsimane aged 40 to 94 had no
heart disease risk; just 14 percent of Americans had no risk in similar studies.

Being extremely busy is a status symbol in the

U.S., according to ﬁndings in the Journal of Consumer Research. A series of studies
examined how signaling busyness at work inﬂuenced the perception of status. In one
study, participants ranked ﬁctional Facebook postings. A person who posted, “I’ve been
working nonstop all week,” was ranked as having higher social status and wealth than
the person who wrote, “Enjoying a long lunch break.” In the past, say the study’s
authors, leisure time was considered a mark of success.
–ANNE STEIN
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Philadelphia club: Choose your membership level
Club :

Rotary Club of Philadelphia
Website:

philadelphiarotary.org/
Members : 53
Full: 29
A la carte: 13
Corporate: 1
Happy Hour Club: 8
Honorary: 2

Mead

Gundaker

History :
Founded in 1912, this was the
19th club to be chartered and
was home to two RI presidents,
Glenn Mead (1912-13) and Guy
Gundaker (1923-24). Projects
include purchasing and distributing dictionaries, thesauruses,
atlases, and library books to over
20 Philadelphia schools and supporting literacy initiatives.

Rotary Club of Philadelphia members
at Rotary Night at the Phillies.

“When I joined there were around 120 members, but we bled members, ”
says Matthew Tae, past president of the Rotary Club of Philadelphia. For
some time, the officers had been tracking the demographics of the club, and
it was clear that it was not attracting enough new younger members. “We
meet at the Union League, which is expensive relative to other Rotary clubs, ”
Tae explains. “These days, a person early in their career, in their 30s, can’t
get away for 90 minutes plus travel time at lunch on a workday. We needed
a model where you could participate but not disrupt lunch hour. ”
C LU B
One solution was a la carte
IN NOVAT ION
memberships, in which the dues
are lower and the members pay
separately for lunches they attend.
The club offers different
There was some concern that fulllevels of membership,
time members might move to the less
including full, a la carte
expensive a la carte membership, but
(with “pay as you go” lunches),
and Happy Hour Club
Tae points out that this idea doesn’t
(
with
biweekly meetings instead
pass The Four-Way Test. For some
of weekly lunch meetings).
time, the club had been sustained on
about a third of the members not
showing up and still paying dues, effectively subsidizing the club. The
a la carte model offered a more equitable distribution of costs.
The club also started a Happy Hour Club, which was originally just a
chance for fellowship outside the lunchtime meetings. When that became
an official membership option, it focused on local service. The Happy Hour
Club meets once a month for a happy hour meeting and once a month for
a service project during the day.
The club redesigned its webpage and uses social media aggressively. “We’ve
upgraded the Facebook page,” says club membership chair Joan Batory. “We
announce every meeting and have videos of the speakers when we can find
them. So Facebook and the webpage have plenty of information.”
The club leadership recognizes that all these innovations must be evaluated carefully to assess their impact. “We have six months to get to target
membership,” stresses Tae. “When you go low on membership cost, you have
to look at whether you are getting new members at the cost of not covering
your expenses.” The early signs are good, with a number of new members
in the pipeline and inquiries coming
to Batory on a regular basis. “I’m getWhat is your club doing
ting messages on Facebook, expressto reinvent itself?
ing interest in membership, in
Email club.innovations@rotary.org.
Rotaractors, in all the things we do.”
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WHERE IN THE WORLD

Kolkata, India
TAMRA WARD, a member of the Rotary Club of
Ann Arbor North, Mich., was in Kolkata to meet
with her club’s international partners for Project
Dignity, a sanitation project in the Sundarbans
region of India. Their grant partners in Kolkata
took them to a party for preschoolers to celebrate
Holi, the Hindu festival of colors, which marks
the arrival of spring. “For most of the children,
this event was their first Holi celebration,” says
Ward. “Their confusion as their teachers placed
color powder on their faces changed into delight
as they showered friends, teachers, and innocent
bystanders with color. The little boy in this
photograph was particularly enthusiastic.”
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August
5

13

th

EVENT:
HOST:
WHAT IT BENEFITS:
WHAT IT IS:

12

EVENT:
HOST:
WHAT IT BENEFITS:
WHAT IT IS:

DRIVE (AND PUTT)
ALONG THE COAST

Cool at the Coast Summer Golf Spectacular
Rotary Club of Florence, Ore.
End Polio Now and community projects
At the eighth edition of this popular tournament,
you can enjoy a trip around the links and do some
good. And if you happen to score a hole in one?
Well, say hello to a brand-new Ford vehicle! Even
if you don’t win one of these impressive prizes,
how can you lose when you’re spending a summer
day golfing near the beautiful coastline?

th

WINE AND DINE

Winemakers’ Cookoff
Rotary Club of Paso Robles, Calif.
Scholarships for local high school students
The incredibly popular food and wine event
brings local breweries and wineries together for
a competition. Expect to find a variety of cuisine,
although the individual menus are kept under
wraps until right before the event. Enjoy live
music while you nosh, sip, and socialize.

EVENT:
HOST:
WHAT IT BENEFITS:
WHAT IT IS:

th

SWIM, BIKE, RUN

The Woodridge Rotary Mini Triathlon
Rotary Club of Woodridge, Ill.
Local charities
If you’re intimidated by the distances required in a
triathlon, then this may be the event for you. A 250-yard
pool swim followed by a 10K bike ride and a 2-mile run
is available for all ages, and kids can sign up for a
100-yard swim, 5K bike ride and 1-mile run. Get a great
multisport workout and help charity at the same time.

15 - 20
th

EVENT:
HOST:
WHAT IT BENEFITS:
WHAT IT IS:

A CARNIVAL OF FUN

Hillsborough Rotary Annual Fair
Rotary Club of Hillsborough Township, N.J.
Community projects
Six days filled with amusement rides, entertainment,
food, and fireworks is sure to produce big thrills for
everyone attending. Perhaps the most wonderful
component of this 10th annual carnival is the fourth
annual Family Fun Day on Aug. 19. Rotary hosts
special-needs individuals and their family members
for three hours, providing free food, rides, and games.

27

EVENT:
HOST:
WHAT IT BENEFITS:
WHAT IT IS:

th

th

ALL QUACKED UP

Buffalo Rotary Duck Derby
Rotary Club of Buffalo, N.Y.
Rotary Reads Kids Club
Adopt little rubber duckies for $10 apiece and launch
them off the Blue Line Bridge at the Canals in Canalside
in Buffalo to race to the finish. Kids (and adults, why not?)
can participate in face painting and other activities, and
food trucks will be on hand to feed the hungry masses.
The top three finishers of this third annual event will win
cash prizes, and attending the race is free. Go, ducks, go!

Tell us about your club’s event.
Write to rotarian@rotary.org
with “calendar” in the subject line.
22
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MEMBER RESOURCES
ADD UP
Rotary’s Brand Center has a new formula
to connect with prospective members
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OUR EVENTS
Date — event description, location, time.
Date — event description, location, time.
Date — event description, location, time.
Date — event description, location, time.
Join our next meeting or service project.
Contact our club president to schedule your visit.
We look forward to meeting you!

YOUR CLUB
NAME
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hello@[rotaryclubsite].org
www.[rotaryclubsite].org
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Join our next meeting or service project.
Contact our club president to schedule your visit.
We look forward to meeting you!

Join the global movement of young leaders taking
action to build a better world. Exchange ideas with
leaders in your community and mobilize your friends
to develop innovative solutions to the world’s most
pressing common challenges.
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CUSTOMIZE
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CREATE
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NEED SOMETHING TO GIVE
NEW MEMBERS?

ROTARY

BASICS
a reference
guide for
members

ROTARY.ORG
699-EN—(417)

Rotary Basics is a comprehensive guide to all things Rotary.
Download your copy at rotary.org/membership or purchase at shop.rotary.org.
Also included in the New Member Welcome Kit.
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The mind’s I

Your unconscious can yield unexpected powers
by STEVE ALMOND

DAVE CUTLER

I

’ve spent the past two decades
teaching aspiring writers. One
oddity I’ve noticed is that students write best when they are the
least “conscious ” of actually writing.
That is: When I ask students to
write informally for a short time,
they often produce work that is far
more candid and compelling than a
story they might have slaved over
for months.
The reason for this, in my view,
is that our conscious minds tend to
overthink decisions. We get caught
up in self-doubt, or trying to impress, and we stop focusing on the
story we want to tell. But it is our
unconscious – the part of our minds
we can’t control and that we therefore don’t
judge – that makes the best decisions.
I know this to be true in the realm of
creativity. But recently, I’ve been pondering the broader and more ambivalent role
that the unconscious plays in our lives.
I realize that term – the unconscious –
can sound a bit daunting. Sigmund Freud
is widely credited with introducing the concept of the unconscious, which people
sometimes call the subconscious. All he
meant is that there is a part of the mind that
exists beneath our conscious recognition.
This region serves as a repository for our

forbidden desires, our taboo ideas, our painful memories and unbearable feelings.
Freud’s colleague Carl Jung expanded
on this by observing that the conscious
mind can accommodate only so much data
and that the unconscious was designed, in
part, as backup storage for our knowledge
and experience.
Our minds might be viewed, therefore,
as neurological icebergs, with our conscious
thoughts representing only a small percentage of all that we think and feel.
And because most of us move through
our lives like hopeful little Titanics, we don’t

realize that much of what controls
our habits of thought and behavior
lurks below the surface. No matter
how hard we try to steer clear of the
icebergs we can see, we wind up
crashing into them over and over.
In other words, what you don’t
know can hurt you.
Let me offer a rather painful personal example. I want to write a great
novel. Actually, “great ” is an overstatement. At this point, I’d settle for
a “good ” novel. Or even “a novel that
does not put my wife to sleep.”
So far, I’ve started six separate
projects. In each case, I reach a
point where I feel overwhelmed
by the task. There are too many
plotlines, too many characters, no unifying
theme. I lose faith and give up – or I soldier
on, slogging through a draft that feels lifeless and doomed.
Consciously, I know I’m equipped to
write a decent novel. But something is holding me back.
The same pattern obtains during
my weekly squash games against my
friend Zach.
Zach and I used to be pretty evenly
matched. But for the past year, whenever
I’ve gotten within a few points of winning
a game, I start to rush and mis-hit the ball.
A U G U S T
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Our minds might be viewed as
neurological icebergs, with our conscious
thoughts representing only a small
percentage of all that we think and feel.
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It’s at the point where the pattern feels so
ingrained that I automatically lose concentration and fall apart. Zach says I “fall out
of the moment.” But as sports psychologists
have emphasized, “choking ” often begins
when a conscious anxiety about blowing it
becomes an unconscious conviction.
The best response, the sports psychologists insist, is to turn down the pressure.
I know they’re right. The only times I’ve
beaten Zach this past year have been on
those mornings when I’m exhausted, getting
sick, or hobbling around with a sore back.
Why do I win these matches? Because I
come into them convinced that there’s no
chance I’ll win, which eliminates the pressure.
This is why my wife – wise woman that
she is – often tells me that I’ll write that
great novel just as soon as I stop pushing
2:40 PM
myself to do so.
There are, of course, plenty of ways in
which this principle applies. Consider the
case of the lost keys. If you’re me, this is
something you consider on an almost daily
basis: I am an inveterate loser of my keys,
as well as my phone and my wallet.
The harder I look for my keys, the more
elusive they become. So I’ve taken to playing a little trick on myself: I stop looking.
And yes, it works. If you can redirect
your conscious mind from the task of hunting, your unconscious tends to offer up the
answer. (Pssst. Hey, dummy. Why don’t you
check on the dryer downstairs where, for some
reason, you left them last night?)
If my experience is any indication, we are
losing our keys more and more. This is happening because we’re trying to store too
much information in our conscious minds.
It doesn’t help that most of us are carrying
around powerful little distraction devices
– smartphones, I mean – which further
divide our attention.

But this pattern of information overload
doesn’t affect only our conscious minds.
Our unconscious minds are also overrun
by meaningless data: I have no problem recalling exactly how many points my favorite
basketball player scored in his last six games.
There is one population that loves to
celebrate the “power of the unconscious ”
– self-help authors. They are continually
arguing that people can train themselves
to become successful through techniques
such as affirmations and auto-suggestion,
which implant positive messages in our
unconscious minds and magically guide
us toward success.
The late college basketball coach Jim Valvano used to ask his players to devote one
entire practice each year to rehearsing precisely how they would celebrate when they
won the NCAA championship. He believed
that consciously sending the message that
they were destined to win would seep into
the subconscious and guide them.
And in 1983, his North Carolina State
University team did go on an unprecedented run. But people tend to forget that
the Wolfpack won that championship
because players on opposing teams missed
crucial free throws in the final seconds of
several games.
I don’t mean to be a buzzkill. But researchers haven’t found much basis for
these claims. Folks tend to point to examples such as Valvano’s championship
run while overlooking all those teams that
used similar techniques and still lost.
I am a believer in the power of the unconscious as a creative tool. But my experience suggests that we often perceive the
power of the unconscious in the wrong way.
A lot of the anguish we suffer in life
arises from repressing feelings that we need
to bring into the light.
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For many years, my wife has wanted
to remove an especially ugly rug from our
oldest daughter’s room. Josie has stubbornly
resisted these efforts.
The other day, my wife took matters into
her own hands and removed the rug. Josie,
who is 11 years old and starting to feel the
emotional upheaval of adolescence, had a
total meltdown.
I was out of the house when all this went
down, but I returned to find Josie red-eyed
and despondent. She told me what happened, working herself into a crying jag all
over again. She pointed out that if she was
old enough to baby-sit her little sister, she
was old enough to make her own decisions
about the décor in her room.
So it seemed like a control issue. But then
Josie admitted that my wife hadn’t banished
her old rug for good. She had merely asked
that Josie give another rug a trial run.
I asked Josie why her old rug was so important to her. She thought for a moment,
then said it was because it was a reminder
of her childhood.
Something clicked for me in that moment. Her loyalty to that ugly rug wasn’t
just sentimental. In her unconscious mind,
holding on to that rug was a way of holding on to a childhood that she knew was
fading away. I gently suggested this to Josie.
“Yeah,” she said. “That’s how it feels, like
I don’t get to be a kid anymore. Maybe I’m
kind of putting some of that on the rug.”
Something about identifying an unconscious fear allowed her to stop crying and
calm down. And she eventually wrote her
mother an incredibly eloquent letter explaining why the rug was so important to
her, which nearly brought my wife to tears.
Perhaps that’s the ultimate power of the
unconscious: our willingness to recognize
that it’s not simply a tool we can sharpen
and wield, like a knife. It’s a reminder that
we’re most effective when we have the courage, and trust, to look beneath the surface
of our lives. n
Steve Almond is a regular contributor and the
author of books including Against Football:
One Fan’s Reluctant Manifesto.
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I never expected to be a Rotarian.
For years, my idea of networking with the
business community was paying my Visa
bill. My idea of service was helping an elderly lady with her groceries.
You’re welcome, Mom.
Then I wrote a story for The Rotarian
on John F. Germ. It was an easy assignment: The 2016-17 president of Rotary
International is good company and a generous host with a trove of stories about his
life and work. He also has strong opinions
about what Rotary does well and what it
could do better. Germ took me on a whirlwind tour of Chattanooga, Tenn., his
hometown. I was scribbling notes when
he asked if I was a Rotarian.
I admitted I wasn’t.
“Why not?”
“Nobody ever asked me.”
He nodded. “That’s one of our problems. We don’t ask enough of the right
people,” he said, “for fear of rejection. We’re
afraid they’ll say no.”
I wasn’t sure about being one of the
right people, but a couple of weeks later
an email arrived, inviting me to join Rotary. This was Germ theory in action,
turning words into deeds. To paraphrase
another business leader known for getting results, he made me an offer I
couldn’t refuse.
It was a good time to join. My wife and
I were moving from New York City to
western Massachusetts, where we knew
nobody. What better way to get acquainted
than through the local Rotary club?
The Rotary Club of Northampton
gathers at noon on Mondays in the grand
old Hotel Northampton, where the guest
list has included the town’s former mayor,
Calvin Coolidge, who went on to be the
30th president of the United States, as
well as Franklin D. and Eleanor Roosevelt,
John F. Kennedy, the Dalai Lama, Bob
Dylan, Richard Nixon, Tom Cruise, and
John Mayer. The dining room where the
club meets isn’t quite so star-studded, but
it’s congenial. It’s where you’ll find a dozen
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or so Rotarians doling mashed potatoes
and chicken onto dinner plates, catching
up on the weekend’s events, listening to a
short presentation from this week’s
speaker, and hoping to make the world a
little better before next week’s meeting.
For this longtime New Yorker, the
good-natured vibe in the room was a refreshing change. The locals hung around
to give me directions to libraries and

Yet membership is still a challenge in
many parts of the world. As Rotarians get
older, fewer new members fill the ranks.
Over time, attrition can shrink or eliminate
Rotary clubs. “We lost a club up the road
in Williamsburg and another in Hatfield.
They basically aged out,” says my new
friend Phil Sullivan, a longtime Rotarian
who recalls when those all-male clubs’
members followed rules that sound antique

WHY I JOINED

bookstores, tips on restaurants, invitations
to lunch or dinner. When I spent a few
hours welcoming guests to New Year’s Eve
performances by local musicians – my first
gig as a Rotary volunteer – Club President
Dan Shaver took over for me a half-hour
early. “Thanks for helping out,” he said.
“Now go enjoy the music.” And he gave me
a brownie.
It’s enough to make you wonder why
everybody doesn’t join the club.

today. “You had to wear a shirt and tie to
meetings or you were out. You had to make
90 percent of the meetings or you were out.
That stuff wouldn’t fly these days. People
are so busy you’re lucky to get them when
you can.”
A 2011 survey showed that while Rotary is one of the best-known service
organizations in the world, four in 10
people had never heard of it, another four
in 10 knew only the name – to them,
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“Rotary” had perhaps a hazy association
with good-deed-doing – and just 20 percent knew something about Rotary’s
work. Rotary’s public image campaigns
have since improved awareness, but most
people still lack a clear understanding of
what Rotary is and what Rotarians do:
In 2015, only 41 percent of people surveyed were familiar with Rotary clubs, 12
percent knew about Rotary’s work to end

and prospective members. Four years later,
global awareness of the organization had
jumped from 60 to 75 percent.
So why are members joining today?
“Having a sense of purpose” is the most
popular reason, followed by making a difference, friendship, and networking.
Northampton Club President Shaver’s
trajectory was typical: “When I moved here
four years ago, I didn’t know anyone,” he

All it took was a new town,
a sense of purpose – and an invitation

polio, and 8 percent were aware of Rotary
Peace Centers.
The same survey asked people why they
didn’t join Rotary. The top three reasons:
“Not enough time.”
“I’m worried about the cost.”
“Nobody asked me.”
In 2011, Rotary International launched
a program to strengthen our image, expand
public understanding of what Rotary does,
and motivate, engage, and inspire current

says. “I needed to join something, but I was
looking for networking with a purpose.”
Shaver is a chiropractor; he took over a
retiring colleague’s office space, and the man
was a Rotarian who offered to sponsor him.
That sounded good to Shaver, who got so
involved that he was soon running the
32-member club. “It’s more work than I
ever expected, and the workload just keeps
growing. But so does the fun. I wouldn’t
trade it for anything.”

When Maria Maher moved from Chicago to Annapolis, Md., she looked forward
to years of boating on the Chesapeake Bay
with her husband, an avid sailor. Then he
lost a leg in a motorcycle crash. Looking
back, Maher says, “If you want to make
God laugh, just tell her your plans.”
After months spent largely in hospitals
and rehab centers, Maher wanted to reconnect with the business community. “The
Rotary Club of Annapolis was a place to
put my skills to use,” says the former vice
president and chief of staff to the CEO of
the American Medical Association. Sponsored by local legend Charles Heller (whom
we profiled in our July 2014 issue), she
joined and quickly volunteered to help recruit new members.
“We want the club to get younger,” Maher says, and to that end they recently voted
to create a new class of membership called
Active Under 40, which allows younger
members to join at a reduced dues rate.
“But young people today are also very timepoor. Jobs and family take up almost every
minute. The question is, how can we adapt
to the lives they live?”
Maher is now part of the Annapolis
club’s membership committee, floating new
ideas such as flexible meeting times and
ways to attract young parents as members.
“For one thing, we’re looking at weekend
service projects where younger members
might bring their families,” she says. “It
might be a chance for children to see their
parents giving back to the community.
Wouldn’t that help instill Rotary values in
the next generation?”
On a recent road trip to Texas, I visited the Rotary Club of Cross Timbers,
near Dallas (read the story in our July
issue). The hard-charging officers of that
club evaluate prospective members by
asking, “Do they have the three T’s: talent, time, and treasure?” I like their spirit.
For them, Rotary isn’t a 112-year-old
bunch of businessmen trying to keep up
with the times. It’s the hottest service
organization of the future. n
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WHAT I SAW

New member Kevin Cook hits the road to
visit seven clubs in a week and finds each
one serves up a different Rotary experience

MONDAY, 12:05 p.m.
Westfield, Mass.

On Day One, I get lost in a rotary on my way to Rotary. In most of the world,
such a traffic circle is called a “roundabout,” but in New England it’s a “rotary.”
I take a wrong way out and wind up east of Westfield.
This is no way to start my undertaking to visit seven Rotary clubs in a
week – all of them within an easy drive of Northampton, Mass. Having
recently moved from New York City, I’m a newcomer both to the area and
to Rotary, and I figure this would be the perfect way to make contacts, learn
about the area – and to get a sense of what different Rotary clubs have in
common, as well as what makes each one unique.
As long as I don’t get lost.
“Westfield?” a pedestrian says. “Well, first you head back to the rotary …”
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I hustle into the Westfield Technical
Academy, a vocational high school with a
sign out front: “Tiger’s Pride Restaurant. ”
Westfield, also known as Whip City, was
once the world’s buggy-whip capital. Today
the spirited kids at Westfield Tech study
information technology, collision technology
(don’t call it auto shop), aviation maintenance, and culinary arts. I’m here for the last
specialty – the culinary arts students run
a full-service restaurant in the auditorium.
“Welcome to Tiger’s Pride,”chirps the freshman who leads me to my table. The menu
features baked chicken stuffed with cornbread
and sausage, pecan-crusted catfish, pork
roast, and a carrot cake I want two pieces of.
A friend had told me not to eat in a
high school restaurant. “Would you get
your hair cut at a barber college? ”
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I would if it were Tiger’s Pride Barber
College. That’s how good my catfish is.
Almost all 38 members of the Rotary
Club of Westfield turn out for the lunch
that the high school is hosting for them
this week. About half are Rotarians of long
standing; the other half are younger, more
recent members. “We’re the new blood, ”
one says.
This club is a foodie’s garden of eatin’.
As Tim Flynn, the club’s 2016-17 president, announces a $1,300 donation to the
city’s food pantry that made the local
news, John Slattery digs into his lunch.
Slattery, a professional chef, pronounces
his taste buds “impressed. The asparagus
was perfectly cooked, and the flavors in
the pork roast were spot-on. These kids
are getting great instruction. ”
Incoming President Lynn Boscher tells
me about the club’s main event: “Our Food
Fest in August. We take over the town with
food and drink! ”

Later, circumnavigating the rotary that join us, ” says President Tania Spear, leadthrew me off before, I have a thought: This ing me into a red-brick dining room fesstory has a chance to be delicious.
tooned with mounted boars’ heads and a
stuffed pheasant.
That kind of flexibility is crucial, says
longtime member Lucille Kolish. “We can’t
p.m.
simply wait for people to come through
the door. ”
Spear runs down a list of club causes: the
A town known for foundries that turned Sandwich Ministry, a charity that provides
out Civil War cannons, Chicopee seems to meals to people who need them in Chibe made of red brick. The vast Cabotville copee; an upcoming Veterans Appreciation
Mill on the Chicopee Canal, City Hall with Dinner; and a new freezer for the Chicopee
its 147-foot clock tower, and Munich Senior Center. Biggest of all is the annual
Haus, a locally famous rathskeller where Celebrity Bartender night, when the mayor
the Chicopee Rotary Club convenes once and other local luminaries mix drinks for
a month – all these buildings are 100-plus charity. John Arthur rises to his feet.
years old, as sturdy as the club that has “Madam President, ” he says, “we’re gonna
been meeting in the town since 1969.
raise a whole lot of money that night! ”
The club usually meets at a Chinese
When dinner comes, Spear offers a typirestaurant. “But once a month we get cally to-the-point toast: “Enjoy. ” Then she
together here after work to give people who hands me a bottle of hand sanitizer. “What
can’t make a noon meeting a chance to do you expect?” she says. “I’m a nurse!”

MONDAY, 6

Chicopee, Mass.
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TUESDAY, 12:15 p.m.
Holyoke, Mass.

If it’s Tuesday, this must be Holyoke. I
had checked the club’s home page and was
jazzed to see an announcement: Holyoke
Rotary Club invites you to its 100th Anniversary Gala! What a party that would be.
Too bad it happened a year ago. Note
to club officers worldwide: Update
your websites!
But for the Rotarians of Holyoke, “every
meeting’s a party, ” says the club’s president,
Venus Robinson. She welcomes me to a
chandeliered conference room where dozens of members and guests chat over
poached whitefish, sirloin tips, and elaborate desserts. “I’ve given talks at many Rotary clubs, ” says today’s speaker, Barbara
Bernard, “and this one has the best lunch! ”
“We’re a good-sized club and a happy
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one, ” says Robinson. Happy and competitive. One diner informs me that Holyoke
is the birthplace of volleyball. In 1895,
YMCA Director William Morgan decided
that basketball, invented nearby four years
earlier, was too rough for “business leaders ”
to play. He devised a calmer pastime by
combining basketball, handball, and tennis.
“And you know what? Hoops started here,
too, ” my companion confides. “Springfield
just claims it. ”
Robinson updates the crowd on a
$4,000 donation to The Rotary Foundation, scholarships for local students, and
the club’s summer concert series. Introducing me as a visiting Rotarian, she says, “He
just joined the club in Northampton, ” which
brings a good-natured round of boos.
Bernard, the speaker, strides to the podium. “I first addressed this club in 1951
– when I was 23 years old, ” says the
89-year-old journalist, who still writes for

the Springfield Republican. Closing the
meeting, Robinson mentions an absent
friend. “He’s here in spirit, ” she says. “And
to me that counts as attendance. ” I think
that is a membership rule worth a round
of applause.

WEDNESDAY, 12:15 p.m.
Agawam, Mass.

Fun fact: Agawam has one of the lowest
ZIP codes in the country: 01001. Colonist
William Pynchon bought the land from
the Agawam tribe in 1636 for a wagonload
of coats, hatchets, hoes, knives, and “18
fathom of wampum, ” the beads Native
Americans used as currency.
The Rotary club meets in a Colonial-era
tavern where I find a dozen local leaders
adding their own twist to The Four-Way
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Test. After “Will it be BENEFICIAL to all
concerned? ” they say: “Five: Will it be fun? ”
“That’s our new wrinkle, ” says insurance
agent John Weiss. “We’re for doing good
and having a good time. ”
“Service with a smile, ” says his colleague Joe Clark. Clark, 32, is renovating
the club’s Facebook page. “Who else? ” he
says. “I’m the one who can find the power
button on a Mac. ”
The club donates $200 to End Polio
Now. Sara Chaffee reports on a donation
of 150 backpacks to grade school children.
“We said they’d won a contest, so they
wouldn’t be teased for taking charity, ” she
tells me. “There was one boy I’ll never forget. He ran around hugging his, saying, ‘My
first backpack!’  ”
Next comes news of a program named
in honor of Charlie Heyl, a past club president and former industrial arts (don’t call
it shop) teacher at Agawam High. “Lots of

Rotary clubs sponsor academic scholarships, and that’s great, ” says Rosemary
Sandlin, a former Massachusetts state representative. “We like vocational students,
too. One of our scholarships went to a
welder. We sent a student to cosmetology
school and helped a middle-age mom
become a dental hygienist. ”
I’ve found my favorite project so far.

THURSDAY, noon
Amherst, Mass.

The Rotary Club of Amherst meets less
than a mile from Emily Dickinson’s home.
The Belle of Amherst, as she’s known, liked
luncheons. Especially desserts. She wrote
drafts of poems on the back of cake recipes.
She is reported to have said: “People must
have puddings. ”

The Amherst club is all about tradition.
And dessert.“We’re famous for our chocolate
chip cookies, ” says President Sue Clark,
pointing me to a cookie the size of a hubcap.
“I could never finish one, ” I say, finishing two.
“Tradition! I’m for it,” says Bill Gillen. An
architect in a blue blazer and bow tie, Gillen
recalled when Rotary meetings were “more
formal – everyone wore jackets and ties. ”
And while some Rotarians roll their eyes at
singing, Gillen croons “Take Me Out to the
Ball Game ” with relish worthy of a ballpark
frank. “Singing loosens you up! ” he says.
Clark rings the brass bell of Amherst to
open the meeting. An insurance executive
who relaxes by baking, Emily Dickinsonstyle, she gets a round of cheers for the
club’s recent donation of $50,000 to the
Hitchcock Center for the Environment,
which promotes green causes. She then
reports on the annual auction, carried live
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on local TV. “We raised $25,000, ” says easel. “A remarkable work by Peter Max, ”
Clark. “Let’s do even better next time. ”
auctioneer Richard Brandwein calls it. “We
will start the bidding at $2,450. ”
A photograph of Arnold Palmer and
Jackie Gleason playing golf sells for $150.
p.m.
An Ansel Adams photograph of a tree,
billed by Brandwein as “one of 600 on
earth, ” goes for $175. A splashy Neiman
My home club’s auction is not next year fetches $650. Hours later, Shaver tallies the
or later this year. It is tonight! Rotary totals. Our three-hour auction has grossed
Club of Northampton President Dan about $8,000. Everyone had a great time
Shaver has done the heavy lifting: renting and we raised some money for our charities
the Grand Ballroom at the historic Hotel – that’s what I call a successful evening.
Northampton, hiring an auctioneer, negotiating with caterers, assigning club
members to our battle stations.
noon
The art includes Warhol prints, LeRoy
Neiman pastels, several Norman Rockwells, and a weirdly memorable hologram
of Johnny Damon. (Attention, Red Sox
I can’t wait to get to Springfield. It was
fans: His eyes follow you!) Best of all, per- here (sorry, Holyoke) that James Naismith
haps, is a pop-art canvas displayed on an nailed a pair of peach baskets to the wall

THURSDAY, 7

Northampton, Mass.

FRIDAY,

Springfield, Mass.
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of the local YMCA in 1891. Final score of
the first basketball game: 1-0.
The Rotary Club of Springfield meets
at the National Basketball Hall of Fame at
the base of the atrium, which is shaped like
a giant basketball.
Longtime member Rowland Hawthorne – a distant relative of writer Nathaniel Hawthorne – opens the festivities
with this week’s quiz about the content
of the March issue of The Rotarian. “The
Rotary International president-elect is a
native of Australia, ” he says. “What is the
name of his home club? ”
Interrupting their lunch of salmon,
salad, pasta, and prime rib – the best of the
week – Springfield’s Rotarians guess: Sydney. No? Melbourne? No again. Someone
suggests the Outback Steakhouse.
“Sandringham! ” says Hawthorne,
collecting a dollar from everyone who
answered wrong.
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“I make my questions tough, ” he tells
me, “so we raise a little more for our causes. ”
Springfield Rotarians are pragmatic.
They’re all about results. “This is my favorite speaking gig, ” says guest speaker
Mike Abramson, assistant general manager of minor league baseball’s Hartford
Yard Goats. “You get a welcome from
people of influence. ”
Incoming President Lamont Clemons
presides over Springfield’s go-getters.
Clemons, 39, has the firm handshake and
eye contact of a born business leader. He
rose from what he calls “humble beginnings ” to business success. When an acquaintance invited him to a Rotary lunch,
he says, “I was curious. ” He had heard that
Rotary was for people who are old and
white, neither of which he is. “But I went,
and I liked the vibe. The warmth. The connections to people who can help our community. ” Now he has Rotary connections

all over town. “Friends, I call them, ” he says.
He has helped lead the club’s effort to refine its web presence and diversify its membership. “A big part of Rotary’s mission is to
reach a younger generation,” he tells me.“Diversity’s important. We’re a 68-member club
with some minority presence, some Latino
presence. But we’re just getting started.”
Ringing the brass bell, he says,“So let’s go.”

SATURDAY

Northampton, Mass.
Five workdays, seven towns, and 147
miles on the odometer later, my Rotary
ramble is over. To stave off withdrawal, I drive
to Rotary Liquors, near the tricky traffic
circle. Soon I’m hoisting a Massachusettsbrewed Samuel Adams to the student chefs
at Westfield Tech, to Chicopee’s underdog

energy, to the gung-ho gang in Holyoke, the
“Is it fun? ” crew in Agawam, to busy Amherst
with its 19th-century traditions and killer
cookies, and to Springfield’s forward-looking
Fridays, which could only be improved if they
let visiting Rotarians shoot three-pointers
in the Basketball Hall of Fame.
I’ve got a stack of business cards from
people I met last week. Friends, I call them.
They’ll be hearing from me. n
Kevin Cook’s latest book, Electric October,
comes out this month.

Devise your own Rotary week using the
“Club Finder” tool on Rotary.org.
Not a member yet? Head to Rotary.org/join.
Or tell us about someone who
would make a great Rotarian using the
“Refer a New Member” tool
in the website’s Member Center.
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by Diana Schoberg | photography by Danilo Di Nucci
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Family
tradition
The Marinellis have been making
bells by hand for 1,000 years.
Now they’ve made one for The Rotary Foundation
A U G U S T
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I

t could be a scene from the Middle Ages: firewood
piled high on the floor, clay bells dangling from the ceiling, white plaster reliefs of Madonnas and saints lining
the walls. Sunlight streaming through a window illuminates a priest as he sprinkles holy water and chants a
litany to the Virgin Mary, the others in the room repeating in response prega per noi – “pray for us. ” The priest’s
gold stole mirrors the fiery molten bronze he is blessing
as it runs down a brick channel and into a mold buried
under the dirt floor.
It feels as though we’ve traveled back in time, but in
fact it’s 2017. We are in Agnone, Italy, to witness the
birth of a bell – a process in which a millennium of tradition culminates in two tension-filled minutes. When it’s
over, Armando Marinelli will say a few words and walk
around the room shaking hands with those present at
the latest bell-casting in the Italian foundry’s 1,000-year
history. Armando and his brother Pasquale are the 26th
generation to run the foundry, which is the second-oldest
family business in the world.
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F

rom Rome, it’s about a three-hour drive to Agnone.
It’s a spring day, sunny and warm, and we zip past cacti
and palm trees before beginning our winding ascent
through the hills of south-central Italy. Deeper in the
mountains, the air turns crisp, and sheep and cows graze
along the side of the road. We’re traveling to this village of
5,200 people to attend the birth of a bell that’s being cast
to celebrate the centennial of The Rotary Foundation.
“Everything is more artisanal here, ” Armando Marinelli, a member and past president of the Rotary Club
of Agnone, says about his town over a lunch of cheese,
dried sausage, and pizza con i cicoli (focaccia with pork
rinds, a regional dish). We’re at a baita – a homey mounPrevious pages: Armando Marinelli (left) handcrafts bells the
way his family has for 26 generations. They heat the bronze to
1,200 degrees Celsius before pouring it into the bell mold, which
is buried underground. Above: Walking through the foundry’s
door takes you to a different era. The foundry is housed in a 19thcentury grain warehouse in the middle of town, where it moved
after a fire destroyed its previous location in 1950.
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HOW A BELL GETS MADE

1) The craftspeople construct a brick structure,

cover it with clay and hemp, and use a wooden
template to create the shape of the interior of
the bell, called the soul.

2)
3)

They cover the soul with another layer of 		
clay and hemp, called the false bell, and
apply wax decorations on top.
They apply more clay to form the outer mold,
a covering over the false bell.

tain lodge where patrons walk back to the kitchen to get
their own food. Agnone is most famous for the bell
foundry (that night another restaurant serves us bellshaped ravioli), but it’s also home to cheesemakers whose

A millennium of tradition
culminates in two
tension-filled minutes.
operations stretch back 400 years and bakeries so specialized that Marinelli can identify which one made a particular bread just by looking at it.
“The foundry attracts tourists. They come here and
buy the cheese and eat at the restaurants, ” says Luigi
Falasca, 2013-14 governor of District 2090, who lives
in Agnone and like Marinelli is a member of the Rotary
Club of Agnone. “This is a beautiful town. It’s a medi-

4) The form is heated and the wax decorations melt,

leaving a negative impression inside the outer mold.

5 ) The workers lift the outer mold, chip off the false

bell, and reposition the mold on top of the soul, 		
leaving a gap that they will fill with melted bronze.

eval town, it has history. But it’s because of the bell
foundry that people find out about it. ”
It was thanks to the foundry, too, that Marinelli found
out about Rotary. As a child, he watched Rotary district
governors come into the office to order bells for their
clubs. He remembers seeing them well-dressed, hearing
his dad and uncle talk to them, but not knowing what
they were about. Later on, he says, he realized that all of
those Rotarians seemed to share common values: They
were honest, altruistic, and compassionate. It inspired
him to become a person like that too, so he helped create
the club in Agnone in 1988.
“Through Rotary, you get in sync with others who
share the same goal, where friendship is above all other
values, ” he says. “And through friendship you can overcome bigger challenges selflessly. ”

A

top the family tree that hangs in the foundry’s museum is the name of Nicodemus Marinelli, whose signed
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bell dated 1339 is the earliest relic of the Marinelli lineage.
Another bell on display from the 1200s is also believed to
have been made by the family. Artifacts along one aisle of
the museum sketch the history of the 20th century: a bell
commemorating the Italian presence in Eritrea; the bell
used in the reconstruction of the abbey of Montecassino,
a landmark destroyed during World War II; and a few of
the many bullet casings collected by Albanian children in
1998 that were melted down to create a peace bell.
Scholars believe that Venetian merchants brought
metalsmithing to Agnone in the 11th century, and the
many monasteries in the area led to a proliferation of
bellmakers, explains Paola Patriarca, a sculptor at the
foundry and Armando Marinelli’s wife. In the early days,
bellmakers traveled to churches and cast the bells on-site,
often directly under the bell tower so the heavy objects
wouldn’t need to be transported. All the materials were
local, including metal items that devoted parishioners
contributed to be melted down. (Even today, people
might throw a special ring or memento into the molten
alloy to become part of a bell.)
Another section of the museum commemorates the
Marinellis’ relationship with the Vatican. In 1924, Pope
Pius XI honored the foundry by decreeing that it could
use the papal coat of arms on its bells, and in 1995 Pope
John Paul II gave the blessing during a bell-casting; the
gold-framed chair he sat on during his visit is still displayed
in an Agnone storefront. John Paul commissioned a bell
for the jubilee year in 2000, and for the 2016 jubilee, the
foundry created a bell and new bronze doors for the Papal
Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore for Pope Francis.
While most of the foundry’s bells are destined for
Catholic churches in Italy, they can also be found at the
United Nations in New York City; on a golf course in
Sopporo, Japan; in Bodega Bay, Calif., honoring a boy
whose death during an attempted carjacking while on vacation with his family in Italy galvanized a movement there
to begin organ donation; and at Rotary headquarters in
Evanston, Ill., which is home to a bell commemorating the
100th anniversary of Rotary International in 2005.
But Marinelli still worries about the future. In the
1800s, Agnone had four or five bell foundries; today, his
family’s is the last in the town, and one of a few remaining
in the world that produce bells by hand. There’s a differOpposite: Hundreds of molds for the raised images on bells hang
on the walls of the foundry. Sculptor Paola Patriarca fills one
with wax before pressing it on a bell mold.

ence between a handcrafted bell and a factory-made one,
Marinelli says, noting that the new bells at Notre Dame
Cathedral in Paris lack the qualities he looks for. “The
sound can never be the same. It has that tin sound. It’s
not musical, ” he says. “It’s like everything else. You can
buy clothes. They’re all made from cotton, for example.
But a designer shirt, you can feel and see that it is different from the cheap one you can buy for $10. ”
Nobody will get rich by making 50 bells a year, as the
Marinellis do. New technology would make their work
easier, but in a country that values Old World craftsmanship, changing a 1,000-year-old tradition would be considered almost immoral.

The Marinelli foundry
is one of a few remaining
in the world that
produce bells by hand.
“If we cut with the past, it’s like we’re starting a new
business, ” Marinelli says. “We would not be considered
pioneers of these new techniques. We would be recognized as the ones who broke with our heritage. ”
The foundry employs 12 people, including family
members; the newest hire has been here 15 years. Marinelli’s elder son, Ettore, now in his 20s, has begun sculpting for the foundry. When schoolchildren visit on field
trips, the Marinellis encourage them to consider artisanal
careers. “My wish is that the new generations will pick
up the old crafts that are being lost, like this one, ” he says.
“It’s one of a kind in Italy. ”

I

n a corner of the 19th-century grain warehouse that
houses the foundry, one of the Rotary Foundation bells
(they are casting several) sits in a partly completed state. A
clay mold is embossed with wax decorations that tell the
story of The Rotary Foundation: a portrait of founder Arch
C. Klumph; logos of programs such as PolioPlus and
Rotary Peace Fellows; the seal of Rotary Zone 12, which
encompasses all of Italy and whose districts are involved in
the initiative to bring the bell to the Rotary International
Convention in Atlanta and then to Evanston.
The first thing the craftsmen do when they make a
bell is decide what note they want it to ring. This is
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achieved through complex calculations based on the
bell’s diameter, height, and thickness. “It’s born on a
note, ” says Patriarca. The Rotary Foundation’s centennial bell, 42 centimeters in diameter and 21 centimeters
tall, will ring an A, to match the one created for Rotary
International’s 100th anniversary.

Renaissance sculptor
Donatello relied on bellmakers
for some of his relief work.
Once they’ve decided on the note and dimensions,
they construct a form out of bricks and coat it with a
mixture of clay and hemp. They spin a wooden template
around this base, to give the bell the right shape. This is
the inner mold, which they call the “soul ” of the bell – the
shape of what will be the hollow interior. On top of this,
another thin layer of clay goes on to create the “false bell. ”
Patriarca, who is in charge of the decorations, first
carves the images into soft plastic, then presses those
into a block of plaster to create the relief. She pours wax
into the relief molds and presses the resulting images
onto the false bell.
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The false bell is then covered with more clay and
hemp, which form the outer mold. When the mold dries,
the wax impressions leave negative images on the inside.
Workers remove the outer mold using a pulley, chip away
the false bell, and place the mold back on the soul. The
gap between the two will be filled by molten bronze to
form the actual bell.
It takes a special talent to make this kind of sculpture.
Even the Renaissance sculptor Donatello relied on bellmakers for some of his relief work because of their expertise in the technique. Carving a single image, such as
the one of Klumph, requires several hours of intense
focus. Other foundries might use computers for this
work, but here, everything is done by hand.
“It’s exactly what they did 1,000 years ago,” Patriarca says.
It took about five months to get the bell to this stage;
smaller bells may take two months, and the largest, most
complex might require as long as a year.
Below: Armando Marinelli learned about Rotary as a child, when
district governors would stop by and order bells for their Rotary
clubs. Opposite, clockwise from top left: Patriarca carves The
Rotary Foundation’s centennial logo – the artisans at the foundry
don’t use computers to do their work; Antonio Delli Quadri, the bell
master, has been working at the foundry for more than 60 years;
Ettore Marinelli, Armando and Paola’s son, participates in the family business; workers clean the bell before polishing and tuning it.
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A

few days later, it’s time to cast The Rotary Foundation’s centennial bell. A half-dozen district governors
from around Italy have traveled to Agnone for the event.
The craftsmen have buried the bell mold in a pit near
the furnace and heated bronze, made of 78 percent copper and 22 percent tin, to 1,200 degrees Celsius. A brick
channel leads from the furnace to the hole at the top of
the bell mold, the only part now visible.

“It’s not only what’s on the
bell that tells the story.
The sounding of the bell
tells a story too.”

Past RI Director Elio Cerini, who is here from Milan,
says a few words to the crowd that has gathered. The
Marinelli brothers are ready, each holding a long metal
rod in their gloved hands. After Pasquale clears the coals
that have been keeping the channel warm, Armando
dramatically pulls open a trap door to the furnace and
shouts, “Santa Maria! ” as the melted bronze pours out
and down the channel. The brothers use the rods to push
the flowing metal down into the mold, the months of
preparation culminating in this moment of playing with
fire. When it’s over, they embrace.
While the bronze cools, we are treated to a hearty
lunch, and then we all head back to the foundry. A
pulley hoists the bell out of the pit and onto the ground
nearby, where a worker smashes off the outer mold to
reveal the charred newborn bell. We take turns using
a wire brush to scrape off some of the blackened crust
to reveal the shiny bronze. (The artisans will later polish the bell, attach the clapper, and fine-tune it before
shipping it to Atlanta.)
“What keeps us going is an event like the one we just
had with Rotary, ” Marinelli says later. “We feel so proud.
The whole world will know about it. ”
Indeed, while almost 1,000 years of family tradition
bind the Marinelli brothers to the foundry, their work
also expands their perspective far beyond their remote
town or even their country. “When you reach the age of
18, 20, you look to escape from this place, but then you
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realize your job allows you to see the world,” says Pasquale
Marinelli. “I was in Africa recently. Now this bell we are
making for Rotary will take us to Atlanta, and it will allow
us to explore the wonderful world of Rotary. ”

B

ells have long been used for communication – they
may ring in different ways to announce a death, celebrate
a wedding, or raise an alarm. At many Rotary club meetings, a bell is rung to signal the beginning and the end of
the proceedings. “In another time, people depended on
how many times the bells rang to communicate a message, ” Patriarca says. “It’s not only what’s on the bell that
tells the story. The sounding of the bell tells a story too. ”
When the Marinellis make a bell for a church, a priest
is part of the process. “We pray for good wishes because
a new creature has been born. We wish for happiness for
whoever hears it, ” Armando Marinelli says. “The bells
are created for churches, so it’s like the voice of God
calling to believers. ”
The bells at Sant’Antonio Abate, a church named for
the patron saint of butchers, ring only a few times a year,
but during our stay in Agnone, we are invited to a special
performance. We climb the steep stairway up the bell
tower. Vittorio Lemme, Agnone’s only remaining master
bell ringer, tugs ropes connected to the four massive bells,
lunging and twisting back and forth, an aerobic workout
that leaves him seemingly always one toll away from a
concussion. The cold wind whips his shaggy, wavy hair
straight up in the air. The sound is so deafening that not
only our ears but our whole beings vibrate, the experience
so transcendent that it almost feels as if the bells are
ringing in our souls.
As we descend from the tower, Lemme is already
receiving text messages and phone calls asking why the
bells were rung in a festive way today. They did send a
message: They rang for Rotary, in honor of all the good
the Foundation has done over the past 100 years, and
continues to do. n
Translations by Francesco Bruno, RI communications
specialist/Europe-Africa.
Opposite: To commemorate The Rotary Foundation’s centennial,
the Marinelli family foundry made this bell, which the two
brothers rang with senior leaders at the Rotary International
Convention in Atlanta in June.
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IT TAKES A
COMMUNITY
Rotary Community Corps lets local volunteers
tap into our organization’s network

Mobilizing more than 200,000 volunteers across 92 countries, the Rotary Community
Corps expands Rotary’s reach by bringing the knowledge and talents of local people to
projects in their communities. Sponsored by a local club, corps members are not Rotarians
but can tap into the Rotary network. Conceived as the Rotary Village Corps during the
term of RI President M.A.T. Caparas in the late 1980s, the Rotary Community Corps
(RCC) was initially viewed as a program for the developing world. Even today, most of
the 9,400 RCCs are concentrated in India, followed by the Philippines and Africa. About
60 are sponsored by clubs in the United States; Canada hosts four. Every community corps
differs in size and scope. In the following pages, we profile four of them.

by Brad Webber | illustrations by Jing Zhang
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Leticia ,
COLOMBIA
I

n 2010, rains thrashed Colombia, flooding nearly 4,000
square miles of farmland and
coastal villages – including
Leticia, an impoverished community reliant on the shrimp harvest. “It was completely flooded. You had to go house to
house in boats,” says Carolina Barrios, a
member of the Rotary Club of Cartagena
de Indias, which delivered essentials to the
community of about 400 people in the immediate aftermath of the storm. “But when
the floods passed,” Barrios says, “we could
not just leave this community by itself.”
The Cartagena Rotarians wanted to
help revitalize Leticia. But the journey
there was difficult – a 45-minute drive
from Cartagena, followed by another 45
minutes aboard a motorboat. “This community doesn’t receive a lot of assistance
because it’s so far away,” says Barrios. To
bolster the relationship, the Rotarians
recruited residents for a Rotary Community Corps.
“We got a leader from each block,”
Barrios says. “All the elected leaders in
Leticia are women. At the time, our club
was also all women. It was easy for us to
relate to them.”
Initially, Barrios says, the members of
the RCC of Leticia were not always on the
same page. “But they have developed the
ability to solve problems in an amicable
way, because they know they are important to the community.”
One thing the village struggles with is
adequate sanitation. “We asked them for
their solutions,” says Barrios. Asking
people from the community to do their own
assessment and come forward with solutions
to problems is a core principle of RCCs.
After putting together a needs assessment, the Leticia RCC members worked
with districts 4271 (Colombia) and 5280
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(California) and the Rotary clubs of Los
Angeles and Woodland Hills, Calif., on a
$38,000 global grant to install a basic sanitation system that included 25 septic
tanks and 25 bathrooms, each including a
toilet, shower, and sink. Members of the
RCC monitor the system to ensure that it
is working properly. Using other funding,
the corps also beautified a church that
serves as a community hub, equipping a
small room with computers, improving a
playground, and planting trees.
In 2015, the high school that serves
Leticia and the nearby village of El Rec-

Asking people from
the community to do
their own assessment
and come forward
with solutions to
problems is a core
principle of RCCs.

reo faced closure. Members of the Rotary
club encouraged the women in the RCC
to go to the municipal offices and advocate for their rights. The appeal spared
the school and brought a new Rotarian
into the Cartagena de Indias club – the
local secretary of education, Clara Inés
Sagre Hernández – and resulted in a new
RCC in El Recreo.
“New friendships have developed,” Barrios says. “We have music, we have dances,
we eat together. The RCC members consider us part of the family. It’s also been
important for our growth as a club.”
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n 2011, when Jerry Olson was
president of the Rotary Club
of Metro Roxas, Philippines,
some members suggested investigating how the club could bring clean
water to Ameligan, a remote ward, or barangay, on the island of Panay. Olson, now
chair of the District 3850 (Philippines)
Rotary Community Corps Committee,
says the club applied for a Rotary Foundation grant, enlisting the Rotary Club of

I

Pomona, Calif., and District 5300 (California) as international partners.
“We did our homework on how to
make the project sustainable,” Olson
says – one that would be managed by
local people in a new RCC and would
provide potable water, helping prevent
waterborne diseases and allowing hundreds of children to spend time in
school instead of fetching water by ferry
from across the river.

Panay,
PHILIPPINES

“An RCC can also
work with their
sponsor Rotary
club to apply for
a global grant if
they have a need
in a certain area.”

Anchored to withstand the tidal currents of the Panay River, a 5-kilometer line
now conveys fresh water to 60 households
in the barangay. The line was laid by hand
by RCC members and a dozen Rotarians.
“As a club, we went to Ameligan with
professional trainers to teach the residents
how to manage their RCC and the water
project,” Olson says. “By March 2012, we
had laid the piping and built five water
stations.” A sixth has since been added.
About 10 members of RCC Genesis
Ameligan maintain and administer the
water system, collecting payments from the
owners of homes linked to the line, as well
as from individuals who buy water by the
can. “The RCC pays the water bill, and the
profits are kept in a bank account for maintenance and upkeep,” Olson says. “After
super Typhoon Yolanda hit in 2013, the
system had many breaks due to trees uprooting, but there was more than enough
in the account to repair the damage.”
For Rotary clubs thinking of starting
an RCC, Olson says it’s important for
the prospective members to take ownership and to understand that their RCC
is for them.
“The first step is for club members to
go to the area and explain the benefits of
having an RCC and see if people really
want to form one,” he says. “Then take this
information back to the Rotary club and
see if the members are willing to put in the
time to make the RCC a vibrant one.”
Training corps members, particularly
when complex projects such as water systems are involved, is key, says Olson, who
adds that continuing oversight by the Rotary club helps ensure sustainability.
“Also, you will need to visit with RCC
members four times a year,” he says. “An
RCC can also work with their sponsor
Rotary club to apply for a global grant if
they have a need in a certain area.”
In Ameligan, Olson notes, “The RCC
improved the water system by expanding
it to more areas on the island that before
had never had a clean source of water.”
RCC members also plan to use a surplus
of $1,200 toward improvements.
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Enterprising,
enthusiastic, and
entrepreneurial,
the Parker RCC
once raised $1,000
in four hours
with a car wash.

Parker,
COLORADO
nce they leave the public education system, people with
developmental disabilities in
the United States often lose
their social support system and opportunities for friendship and personal development, says Kam Breitenbach, a
member of the Rotary Club of Parker,
Colo. “When they turn 21, the school
district is done,” says Breitenbach, a longtime Special Olympics basketball coach
who was a special education assistant
while her children were growing up.
“There’s no place for them to learn or do
any leadership activities.” So in 2010, she
asked her club’s board of directors to consider starting an RCC for adults with
developmental disabilities.
“They said, ‘We’ll try it for six months,
and then we’ll review it,’ ” Breitenbach

O
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says. Seven years later, the Parker Rotary
Community Corps is still going strong.
More than 50 members with varying
ability levels participate in service projects and hold meetings patterned after
Rotary club meetings.
“We never had that review,” she notes.
The Parker RCC’s projects range from
putting on homecoming dances and
proms to stuffing backpacks for needy
schoolchildren and filling grocery bags for
a local food pantry. In December, the corps
members were busy organizing a holiday
breakfast at a local senior center and putting the finishing touches on 100 fleece
blankets intended for facilities including
a local hospital.
Expecting success from people with special needs yields dividends in self-confidence, notes Breitenbach. “When we first

started we had a member, Doug, say he
would not run for office in the RCC because he didn’t want to be put on the spot,”
she says. The RCC had a ShelterBox display at a community event called the Parker
Days Festival, and Breitenbach urged people to ask the corps members about the
exhibit. “Doug said that changed his life,
because he found he could talk to people
and they would listen.” He has been the
RCC’s sergeant-at-arms for four years.
Enterprising, enthusiastic, and entrepreneurial, the Parker RCC once raised
$1,000 in four hours with a car wash. In
2016, the group made a $3,500 donation to End Polio Now. “Everybody
knows them all over town,” Breitenbach
says. “ The members have all kinds of
opportunities they would not have without Rotary.”
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Swindon,
ENGLAND
n the United Kingdom, induction (or hearing) loops
help broadcast sounds for
people with hearing loss by
generating a magnetic field that is picked
up by hearing aids and cochlear implants
to lessen background noise and bring conversation to the forefront. Under the
Equality Act 2010, such loops should be
installed in most public buildings, including libraries and council offices. But without anyone trained to activate them, many
of the audio-frequency systems (which are
based on World War II technology developed by the Royal Navy to detect enemy
submarines) remain idle.
Heeding the call of member Dave
King, who worked with a nonprofit focused on hearing loss, the E-Club of
West of England started a Rotary Community Corps in the town of Swindon to
address the problem.
Tim Mason of the Rotary Club of
Cosham, who had started Britain’s first
RCC in nearby Malmesbury, formed a
steering committee that included the borough councilor and officials from a local
hospital and an international insurance
company. They recruited 15 people, including two Rotarians. By December
2016, two-person teams from the Let’s
Hear in Swindon RCC had checked more
than 500 loops around the town.
“With Let’s Hear, there was a groundswell of people who wanted to improve
the situation” for the hearing impaired,
and community groups across the country
have begun to replicate the project, says
Anthony Horn, past governor of District
1100 and a member of the Rotary Club
of Swindon Phoenix.
While England is a latecomer to adopting the RCC model, Horn and Mason see
promise for hands-on, technical projects.

“Rotary Community
Corps is a good way
for us to recruit volunteers and get them
interested in Rotary.”

I

Members of the RCC in Malmesbury focus on flood control, monitoring the water
level of the Avon River, and checking that
sluice gates remain free of debris.
“There was a need for a service group
that could help the town,” says Mason.
“Rotary Community Corps is a good way

for us to recruit volunteers and get them
interested in Rotary. It’s an ideal platform
for people to start learning what Rotary
is all about.” n
Brad Webber is a frequent contributor to
The Rotarian.

Does your club want to start an RCC? Learn more at
www.rotary.org/our-programs/rotary-community-corps.
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Nigerian star
Tiwa Savage
joins polio fight
Nigerian singer-songwriter Tiwa
Savage is the newest face to join Rotary’s “This Close” public awareness
campaign for polio eradication.
Savage, who has been described
by CNN as Nigeria’s biggest pop
star, will help Rotary achieve its
goal of a polio-free world by raising
awareness about the vaccinepreventable disease. Savage was
photographed administering the
polio vaccine to children in Lagos
in late April.
The singer’s participation comes
at a critical juncture. Last year, Nigeria experienced a polio outbreak
that paralyzed four children after
nearly two years without a case of
the disease.
“This is a cause that hits close to
home for me, not only as a mother
of a small child but as a proud
Nigerian whose country has been
battling this disease for many years,”
Savage says.
Savage’s musical career began
when she was 16 years old and working as a backup singer for George
Michael. Before going out on her
own, she worked with other wellknown artists, such as Whitney
Houston, Kelly Clarkson, Andrea
Bocelli, and Mary J. Blige. Savage is
also a successful songwriter. She was
signed to Sony/ATV Music before
establishing her own label, 323
Entertainment, which teamed up
with Mavin Records in 2012.
Her social media has amassed
2.9 million followers on Instagram,
A U G U S T
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August
1963 Why Portugal? That’s the question the editors answer in their note about the cover image. No particular reason,
they write, other than the fact that August is high season for tourists to
travel to and within Europe, and Portugal expected to host 70,000 visitors that year. The image is of Elvas, Portugal, a town of cobblestone
streets and white and pink buildings with red-tiled roofs. Photographer
Max Tatch of California captured the image while traveling through Spain
and Portugal. At 64, Tatch had left studio work to wander the world and
take photos. Inside the August 1963 issue, the editors included a story
about bringing down the Berlin Wall and the positives to be found in
unifying European countries. They also outlined that travel by airplane
was great for speed, but that ships were better for luxury.

ROTARY
AT A
GLANCE
As of 31 March
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Tiwa Savage helped vaccinate Nigerian children
against polio in April. Her involvement comes at a
critical time in the eradication effort in Nigeria.

1.8 million on Facebook, and 1.7 million
on Twitter.
Savage announced her partnership with
Rotary in New York City at a World Immunization Week event. As part of the
“This Close” campaign, she will be featured
in ads raising her thumb and forefinger in
the “this close” gesture with the tagline
“We’re this close to ending polio.”
The music star joins other public figures
and celebrities participating in Rotary’s
public awareness campaign, including Bill
Gates; actress Kristen Bell; model Isabeli
Fontana; Nobel Peace Prize laureate Desmond Tutu; movie star Jackie Chan; boxing great Manny Pacquiao; pop star Psy;
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MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDATION CHAIR

Talk to us; we’ll listen

golf legend Jack Nicklaus; conservationist
Jane Goodall; premier violinist Itzhak Perlman; Grammy Award winners A.R. Rahman, Angélique Kidjo, and Ziggy Marley;
and peace advocate Queen Noor of Jordan.
Rotary has contributed more than $1.6
billion as well as many volunteer hours to
fight polio. Through 2018, every dollar Rotary commits to polio eradication will be
matched 2-to-1 by the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation up to $35 million a year.
To date, more than 2.5 billion children
have been immunized against polio.

Donate to the campaign to end polio at
endpolio.org.

What does the chair of The Rotary Foundation
Trustees do, anyway? What do the Trustees
do? These questions are often asked of me in
different ways. The Board of Trustees manages
the business of the Foundation, the charitable
arm of our organization that transforms your
gifts into sustainable outcomes that change lives
– both close to home and around the world.
One thing we do is listen. We listen to you, the members. Your voice
comes to us through many different channels and connections with
feedback, ideas, concerns, and recommendations.
We listen to our Rotary Foundation committees. We listen to our
regional coordinators and advisers, to the district Foundation committee
chairs, and to our district governors. We listen to our associate Rotary
foundations which provide local tax benefits in seven countries.
We listen to our colleagues on the Board of Directors, to our trusted
Rotary staff, to our incredible PolioPlus committees and our polio partners, to our Rotarian Action Groups and to the Cadre of Technical
Advisers. We listen to feedback from our six Rotary Peace Centers.
Rotarians are the backbone of the Foundation, so it’s important to
listen to you.
For example, listening to Rotarians’ ideas at the 2016 Council on
Legislation (COL) led to several significant reforms to enhance the
membership experience. These reforms offer clubs more flexibility. For
example, an exciting rules change allows a service project to count as a
meeting. Importantly, Rotaractors can now become members of Rotary
clubs while they are still in Rotaract.
How do these changes benefit The Rotary Foundation? The strength
of the Foundation starts with our members, and we believe the new club
flexibility options will attract and keep more members. What needs
to be accomplished for Rotary to remain relevant today and for the
generations to come? This is where the COL’s three-year cycle is your
opportunity to bring forward ideas to continue the evolution of Rotary.
The deadline for submitting proposed enactments for the 2019 COL
is 31 December. Share your ideas at: on.rotary.org/COLproposals.
You are our greatest strength. Let me hear from you. I can be reached
at paul.netzel@rotary.org.

Paul A. Netzel
FOUNDATION TRUSTEE CHAIR
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To Be Determined
½ h - 7" × 4.4375"

C E L E B R AT E A U G U S T
Across

1 Feature of “curt”
but not “cert.”
6 Judges wear them
11 Ewe’s beau
14 Come about
15 Purity measure
16 Fire
17 #___ (label
for posting club
photos to 58-Across)
19 Huge racket
20 Tooth care org.
21 Bargain basement
container
22 Answer with attitude
23 “Membership: ___”
(RI webinar
from 2014)
28 Like a pin?
29 Newsworthy
stretch
30 Grammy category
31 Wharf pest
32 Player’s rep
34 Emits coherent
light
38 Governmentordered prohibition
40 Quarantine
42 Hackman’s role in The
French Connection
58
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43 Mascara mishap
45 That woman
46 Helpful
connections
48 Long stretch
49 Those people
50 Advice
regarding topical RI
videos at vimeo.com
53 Treats for
swelling, as a joint
55 The Little Red ___
56 Balloon filler
57 Word with
Glory or Testament
58 Facebook,
Instagram, etc.
63 Complain too often
64 Exclaimed surprise
65 Hotel staffers
66 Orangutan
or gibbon
67 “___ your heart!”
68 Meat sometimes
served au poivre

Down

1 “By what means?”
2 Royal flush
component
3 Co. with Nipper
as its mascot
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BY VICTOR FLEMING, ROTARY CLUB OF LITTLE ROCK, ARK., USA
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
23
24
25
26
27
32
33
35
36
37
39
41

Kevin of the Warriors
Doctrine
Onetime MGM rival
Healthful cereal grain
Gray matter
One who brings
home the bacon
Squalid digs
Speed-measuring
device
Graph line
Clothing store
section
Possible protein
shake ingredient
Floral leaf
How debts may
be shown
Spanish lover’s
proclamation
Was not involved
Two-tone snacks
Medal-worthy quality
Negative
contraction
Connect with
Peter and the Wolf
bird’s name
Clear blue sky
Teacher’s request
___ Smith and Jones
Warm-weather shoe
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Volcano actress
Quarterback Phil
New Rochelle college
Express approval
Loudly weep

Club

Club




51
52
53
54
58







44 Blue Yellow
Submarine characters
47 Fishy bunch?
49 Warning
50 Piece of cake

IF YO







Nam







✔ YE





✂

Y
W







































Ema

Contr
do no

59 Pop-ups, for instance
60 Cube in a Yahtzee box
61 Actress Lupino
62 Fire a question at
Solution on page 18
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ROTARY DIRECT
Rotary’s recurring giving program

ROTARY DIRECT SAVES...
✔ Time — Sign up once to give continuous
support
✔ Money — Lower administration costs
means more money for programs
✔ Lives — Give to The Rotary Foundation
to do good in the world

DOING GOOD
JUST GOT EASIER!
Enroll online: www.rotary.org/give
OR Mail: Rotary Direct FD420
Rotary International
One Rotary Center
1560 Sherman Avenue
Evanston, IL 60201-3698 USA
OR Fax: +1-847-328-5260
Please call to modify your existing Rotary Direct contributions
Phone: +1-866-976-8279

✂
YES! I INTEND TO GIVE $1,000 OR MORE ANNUALLY AND
WILL JOIN THE PAUL HARRIS SOCIETY.*
✔ YES! I WILL ENROLL IN ROTARY DIRECT.

Name_____________________________________________________
IF YOU ARE A ROTARIAN, PLEASE COMPLETE.
Rotary membership ID _______________________________________
Club name ________________________________________________
Club number ______________________________________________
Billing address _____________________________________________
City ___________________________ State/Province _____________

GIFT DESIGNATION (choose one)
Annual Fund-SHARE
PolioPlus Fund
Providing Clean Water
Fighting Disease
Supporting Education
Saving Mothers and Children
Promoting Peace
Growing Local Economies
Other
RECURRING GIFT AMOUNT (minimum US$10)
$25
$85
$100
$250
$1,000

Other ______

Currency (if not US$) ________________________________________
FREQUENCY
Monthly

Quarterly

Annually (specify month) __________

CHECKING ACCOUNT, please attach a voided check

Postal code __________________________ Country _____________

Available for U.S. and Canada bank accounts only – not available online

Phone ____________________________________________________

CREDIT OR DEBIT CARD
Visa
MasterCard

Email _____________________________________________________
Contributions are tax deductible where allowed by law. For security purposes, please
do not send credit card contributions via email.
*Note:The Paul Harris Society recognizes those who give $1,000 or more each year
to the Annual Fund, PolioPlus Fund, or an approved Foundation grant. Learn more at
www.rotary.org/paulharrissociety.

AmEx

Discover

Card number

Expiration
M

M

/

CVN
Y

Y

Y

Y

Signature
EN—(1215)
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New directors and trustees take office
The RI Board of Directors has 19 members: the RI president, the president-elect,
and 17 club-nominated directors, who are elected at the Rotary Convention.
The Board manages Rotary International affairs and funds in accordance with the
RI Constitution and Bylaws. Ten new directors and the president-elect took office on 1 July.
The Rotary Foundation’s Board of Trustees manages the business of the Foundation, the charitable arm
of Rotary that funds service activities. The RI president-elect nominates the trustees, who are
elected by the RI Board to four-year terms. The trustee chair and three new trustees took office on 1 July.

DIRECTORS
Sam F. Owori,
President-elect 2017-18
ROTARY CLUB of Kampala, Uganda
Sam F. O wori i s
CEO of the Institute
of Corporate Governance of Uganda,
whose mission is to
promote excellence in
corporate governance
principles and practice in the region. Previously, he was executive director of the
African Development Bank, managing director of Uganda Commercial Bank Ltd.,
and director of Uganda Development
Bank. He also has served as corporation
secretary of the Bank of Uganda, the country’s central bank.
Owori has been a member and chair of
several boards, including Faulu Uganda
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Ltd. (now Opportunity Bank), the
Uganda Heart Institute, Centre for African Family Studies, Mulago Hospital
Complex, a theological college in Mukono, and the Kampala City Council.
He is vice chair of Hospice Africa
Uganda and board member and chair of
the audit committee of PACE (Program
for Accessible Health, Communication,
and Education) in Uganda.
Since becoming a Rotarian in 1978,
Owori has served Rotary as director, Rotary Foundation trustee, regional Foundation coordinator, regional RI membership coordinator, committee member and
chair, and RI representative to the United
Nations Environment Programme and
UN-HABITAT.
Owori’s honors include the regional
Service Award for a Polio-Free World and
the Order of Merit from President Omar

Bongo of Gabon for dedicated service to
the African Development Bank.
Owori and his wife, Norah, are Foundation Major Donors and Paul Harris
Fellows. Owori is also a Benefactor of the
Foundation. They have three sons and
three grandchildren.

Basker Chockalingam
ROTARY CLUB of Karur, India
Basker Chockalingam is a managing
partner at the manufacturing firm VNC,
the retail distributor
of Tata Steel for the
state of Tamil Nadu.
Recognizing his contribution to the
growth of small industry, the state government honored him with the Best Small-
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Scale Entrepreneur Award in 1986.
Chockalingam has held high-level
positions in several industrial groups and
sports associations. He has received honors including the Vijay Shree Award,
National Unity Award, Shiromani Vikas
Award, and Hindu Gaurav Award for
outstanding performance in a chosen field
and in service of society.
A Rotarian since 1988, he has served as
Rotary coordinator, committee member,
and district governor.
Chockalingam is a Benefactor and Major Donor of The Rotary Foundation, and
a recipient of the Foundation’s Citation for
Meritorious Service.

James Ronald Ferrill
ROTARY CLUB of Martinsville, Va.
Ron Ferrill retired
after more than 33
years with DuPont,
where he held a variety of engineering
and management
positions. He is involved in several religious, civic, and community service activities.
A Rotarian since 1967, he has served
Rotary as RI president’s representative,
Council on Legislation representative, regional Rotary Foundation coordinator, and
district governor. He also served as a Group
Study Exchange team leader to Korea.
Ferrill has received The Rotary Foundation’s Citation for Meritorious Service
and Distinguished Service Award, and the
RI Service Above Self Award. He is a
member of the Paul Harris Society and
a Foundation Benefactor, and he and his
wife, Elaine, are Major Donors. (Ferrill is
finishing Joseph Mulkerrin’s term.)

Peter Iblher
ROTARY CLUB of Nürnberg-Reichswald, Germany
Peter Iblher is a retired consultant. He
served as managing
director of a hospital
group in Nuremberg,
lecturer at the Bavarian civil servant university, head of business development for the
city of Fürth, and CEO of consulting companies in Basle and Munich.
A Rotarian since 1990, Iblher has
served Rotary as RI president’s representative, Rotary coordinator, Council on
Legislation representative, RI training
leader, district governor, manager of
service projects, especially in India, and
district vocational service committee chair.
He is a multiple Paul Harris Fellow and
Major Donor to The Rotary Foundation.

Keiichi Ishiguro
ROTARY CLUB of Tsuruoka West, Japan
Keiichi Ishiguro is
chair of the Ishiguro
Dental and Orthodontics Clinic. He
has served as vice
chair and secretary of
the Japan Dental
Association, and as board member, chair,
and adviser of the Yamagata Dental Association. He is chair of the Tsuruoka Comprehensive Planning Council. In 2014, he
received the Order of the Rising Sun for
achievement in dental health and hygiene.
A Rotarian since 1985, Ishiguro has
served Rotary as RI president’s representative, committee member and subcommittee
chair, Council on Legislation representative,

RI training leader, district governor, and
district Rotary Foundation committee chair.
He is a multiple Paul Harris Fellow and
a Benefactor of The Rotary Foundation.

Robert C. Knuepfer Jr.
ROTARY CLUB of Chicago
Robert C. Knuepfer
Jr. is retired from his
position as senior
partner of corporate practice at the
global law firm Baker
McKenzie. He is a
shareholder, director, and senior executive
at Hallstar, a specialty chemical company
with global operations. He is director of
many corporate and civic organizations. A
Rotarian since 1982, Knuepfer has served
Rotary as RI president’s representative,
committee member, Council on Legislation representative, district governor, and
club president. He and his wife, Nancy, are
Rotary Foundation Major Donors.

John C. Matthews
ROTARY CLUB of Mercer Island, Wash.
John C. Matthews
was senior vice president of Costco
Wholesale for 25
years. He also served
in the U.S. Navy for
20 years before retiring as a commander in the supply corps.
Matthews is active on corporate and
community boards, including the Seattle
Chamber of Commerce, University of
Washington Bothell advisory board, Mercer Island Presbyterian Church, Rotary
First Harvest, and NW Reinsurance.
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A Rotarian since 1988, Matthews has
served Rotary as RI president’s representative, committee member, RI training leader,
Rotary institute convener, and district governor. He and his wife, Mary Ellen, are Paul
Harris Fellows, Major Donors, and members of the Arch Klumph Society and
Bequest Society of The Rotary Foundation.
Together, they have established the John
and Mary Ellen Matthews Endowed
Rotary Peace Fellowship.

Eunsoo Moon
ROTARY CLUB of Cheonan-Dosol, Korea
Eunsoo Moon is a
d e nt i st , C E O of
C heonan Moon
Dental Hospital, and
chair of HAN-A
Medical Foundation.
He is director and
chair of several organizations in Korea.
Moon has served Rotary as RI president’s representative, RI training leader,
Rotary coordinator and assistant coordinator, Rotarian Action Group Committee
member, and district governor.
He and his wife, Hyunjoo Yang, are
Arch Klumph Society members. Moon
has received the RI Service Above Self
Award and The Rotary Foundation’s Distinguished Service Award and Citation for
Meritorious Service.

Brian A.E. Stoyel
ROTARY CLUB of Saltash, England
Brian Stoyel qualified
as a music teacher
before he moved to
a teaching post in
Slough, then to Newbury as an independent school headmas-
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ter. He later established an education
consultancy, providing guardianship for
international students studying throughout
the United Kingdom.
A Rotarian since 1981, Stoyel has served
as president of Rotary International in Great
Britain and Ireland. He also has served Rotary as RI president’s representative, committee member and chair, and district governor.
He is founder of Rotarians Eliminating
Malaria in Tanzania and Rotarians Eliminating Malaria: A Rotarian Action Group, and
is a trustee of the Jaipur Limb project.
He has organized Rotaract projects in
Romania, Tanzania, Ghana, Bulgaria,
Uganda, Malawi, and Benin.
Stoyel and his wife, PDG Maxine, are
multiple Paul Harris Fellows, Benefactors
of The Rotary Foundation, Major Donors,
and Bequest Society members. He has
received the Service Above Self Award, the
Citation for Meritorious Service, and
the Distinguished Service Award, and was
an RI training leader.

Gregory F. Yank
ROTARY CLUB of O’Fallon, Ill.
Greg Yank serves as
business coach to six
owners of small- to
medium-size businesses. He spent 25
years in health care
executive management and leadership positions, serving
twice as a hospital CEO and as president
of a Catholic health system. For 11 years,
Yank owned a business coaching/peer
advisory board franchise called the Alternative Board (TAB). He is the principal of
GY Consulting and Facilitation Services,
specializing in business coaching, strategy,
facilitation, strategic governance, and board
development and education.

Yank is active in his community. He is
a commissioner of the Metro East Park
and Recreation District, advisory board
member for the Nielsen Healthcare
Group in St. Louis, and board member
of the O’Fallon-Shiloh Chamber of
Commerce and chair of its strategic planning committee.
A Rotarian since 1978, he has served
Rotary as Rotary institute chair for zones
30 and 31, RI training leader, membership
coordinator, and district governor twice. He
has traveled to Malawi, Ecuador, India, and
Belize on Rotary projects.
Yank is a recipient of the RI Service
Above Self Award. He and his wife, PDG
Catherine, are Major Donors and members of the Arch Klumph, Paul Harris,
and Bequest societies.

Paulo Augusto Zanardi
ROTARY CLUB of Curitiba-Cidade Industrial, Brazil
Paulo Augusto Zanardi has been director of the transportation company Zalog
Operadora Logística
since 1984. He is also
director of a geophysical company called WS do Brasil
Inovações Tecnológicas Ltda.
A Rotarian since 1988, Zanardi has
served Rotary as RI president’s representative, zone coordinator, Rotary Foundation alumni coordinator, PolioPlus national adviser for Brazil, regional Rotary
Foundation coordinator, Council on Legislation representative, RI training leader,
and district governor.
Zanardi has received the Foundation’s
Citation for Meritorious Service and Distinguished Service Award. He and his
wife, Luly, are Benefactors and Major
Donors of the Foundation.
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TRUSTEES
Ron D. Burton,
Chair-elect 2017-18
ROTARY CLUB of Norman, Okla.

Ron D. Burton retired
as president of the
University of Oklahoma Foundation Inc.
in 2007. He is a member of the Cleveland
County, Okla., and
American bar associations and is admitted
to practice in Oklahoma and before the U.S.
Supreme Court. He is a founder and past
president of the Norman Public School Foundation, and founder and past board member
of the Norman Community Foundation.
Burton has been a Rotarian since 1979
and has served RI as president, director,
Foundation trustee and vice chair, RI Board
Executive Committee member, RI president’s aide, committee vice chair and chair,
task force member, and International Assembly group discussion leader, assistant moderator, and moderator. He has been a regional Rotary Foundation coordinator (RRFC)
and Permanent Fund national adviser, and
has served as assistant moderator and moderator of RRFC training institutes.
A recipient of RI’s Service Above Self
Award, he has also received The Rotary
Foundation Citation for Meritorious Service,
Distinguished Service Award, and International Service Award for a Polio-Free World.

Brenda M. Cressey
ROTARY CLUB of Paso Robles, Calif.
Brenda M. Cressey is
president and CEO of
Office Support Systems, a telecommunications business in
Maine. She has served
in many volunteer

capacities with civic organizations such
as the American Cancer Society.
A Rotarian since 1989, Cressey has
served as a regional membership and
Foundation coordinator and RRFC
training institute moderator, an Endowment Major Gift adviser, Council on Legislation representative, RI president’s representative, 2012 International Assembly
executive committee and partner moderator, RI training leader, and district governor. Cressey is a recipient of Rotary’s
Service Above Self Award and The Rotary Foundation’s Citation for Meritorious Service and Distinguished Service
Award. Brenda and her husband, Dick,
are Major Donors, Bequest and Paul
Harris society members, and recent inductees of the Arch Klumph Society.

country’s national PolioPlus chair, Ravindran headed a task force of representatives from the government, UNICEF,
and Rotary, and worked closely with
UNICEF to successfully negotiate a
cease-fire with the northern militants
during National Immunization Days.
After the tsunami of 2004, which killed
an estimated 35,000 people in his country, he chaired the Schools Reawakening
project, sponsored by all the Rotary clubs
in Sri Lanka, to build 25 new schools to
benefit 15,000 children at a cost of
$12,000. In 2017 his government conferred on him the title of Sri Lanka
Sikhamani ( Jewel of Sri Lanka).

K.R. Ravindran

Mike Webb is a Fellow of the Institute
of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, and
senior partner in an
accounting practice
in the City of Wells, in southwest England. He is also involved locally and nationally as treasurer and trustee of a number of charitable and sports organizations.
A Rotarian since 1976, Webb has served
Rotary International as director, RI president’s representative, committee member
and chair, vice chair for the 2016 Council on Legislation and the Council on
Resolutions, RI training leader, and district governor. He has served Rotary International in Great Britain and Ireland
as treasurer and president. Webb and his
wife, Alison, are Major Donors and Paul
Harris Fellows, and he is a member of the
Bequest Society.

ROTARY CLUB of Colombo, Sri Lanka
K.R. “Ravi” Ravindran is CEO and
founder of a publicly
listed company with a
worldwide clientele in printing, packaging, and pre-media
solutions. His company, Printcare PLC,
is one of the largest producers of tea
bag packaging in the world and is the winner of national and international awards of
excellence. He serves on the boards of several other companies and charitable trusts
in Sri Lanka and India. He is the founding
president of the Sri Lanka Anti-Narcotics
Association (a project of his club), the largest such body in the country.
A Rotarian since 1973, Ravindran
has served RI as president, treasurer, director, and Foundation trustee. As his

Michael F. Webb
ROTARY CLUB of Mendip, England
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last look

RECOMMEND
After Kevin Cook profiled 2016-17
RI President John F. Germ
for The Rotarian, Germ followed
up with an invitation to join our
organization. Do you know someone who would be a great fit for
Rotary too? All you need to do is
ask. Find a membership referral
form and information about the
benefits of joining Rotary at
my.rotary.org/en/member-center
/member-referral.

DISCOVER
After he joined Rotary, Cook took
a tour of clubs in his area, as you
read on page 32. Interested in
checking out the clubs near you,
or where you are traveling? Use the
Rotary Club Locator app, which you
can download through the Apple
App Store, Google Play, or App for
Windows Phone Store. Or use the
online club finder at my.rotary.org
/en/search/club-finder.

SHARE
Cook attended an evening meeting
of the Rotary Club of Chicopee,
Mass. The club usually meets at
noon, but once a month gathers in
the evening to give people who can’t
make a lunch meeting a chance to
join them. What innovations has
your club come up with to attract
new members? Share them with
us at club.innovations@rotary.org,
and you might see them featured
in The Rotarian.
Rotary clubs provide a diverse range of
experiences. Tell your club’s story with
the customizable materials available at
brandcenter.rotary.org.

facebook.com/rotary
@rotary
rotarian@rotary.org
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Inspiration

AROUND EVERY CORNER
The ring that changed everything
Serving others is pretty much reflexive for Rotarians, whether it’s spreading
hope or orchestrating critical connections. When the husband of Lesley
Barmania, a Rotarian from Canada, became seriously ill in Korea just after
they attended the 2016 convention, fellow Rotarians put her in touch with
In-Seok Kim, a Rotarian from Busan, who launched an emergency blood drive
for her husband’s rare type. The connection proved to be lifesaving.
Find your inspiration at the Rotary Convention in Toronto.
Register today at riconvention.org.

ROTARY CONVENTION
23-27 JUNE 2018
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA
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FREE Cultured Pearls

Limited to the first 1900 responders to this ad only!

C4
CLIENTS LOVE STAUER JEWELRY…
“I couldn't believe it, but decided to call
and I've not been disappointed since. I received
the necklace and keep coming back for more.”
— Amy, Fairmont, WV

How Do You Spell Pearl Necklace?

F-R-E-E.

Experience the luxury of Genuine Cultured Pearls...FREE!*

Y

For the next few days, I’m not offering this cultured
ou read that right. If you’d like the Stauer genuine
pearl necklace at $1,200. I’m not selling it for $300.
26" cultured pearl necklace absolutely FREE*, all you
That’s because I don't want to SELL you these cultured
need to do is call us today. There is no catch. If you’re
pearls at all... I want to GIVE them to you for FREE!
wondering exactly how we can do this... read on.
This stunning, romantic necklace never goes out of style.
It’s okay to be skeptical. But the truth is that Stauer
In a world where some cultured pearl necklaces can cost
doesn’t make money by selling one piece of jewelry to
thousands, shop around and I doubt that you will see any
you on a single occasion. We do well by serving our long
jewelry offer that even comes close.
term clients. And as soon as you get a closer look at our
exclusive selection including millions of carats of emerStauer has had a very good year and it’s time for us to
give back. That’s why we’re offering this stunning, 26" “Each Mitsuko® cultured alds, rubies, sapphires, tanzanite and amethyst, you’re
not going to want to buy your jewelry anywhere else.
strand of genuine cultured white pearls for FREE! You
pearl is harvested,
polished and
pay only $24.95 for shipping & processing, our normal
Too good to pass up. Too good to last long.
strung by hand.”
fee for a $295 necklace...and we’ll even pay you back
Genuine cultured pearls are a luxurious statement.
— James T. Fent,
with a $25 Discount Certificate–– that’s our BETTER
Stauer finds a deal this outrageous once every few years.
Stauer GIA Graduate We have sold over 200,000 strands of pearls in the last
THAN FREE Shipping!
Gemologist
several years and this is our finest value ever. There is
Why would we do this? Our real goal is to build a
long term client relationship with you. We are sure that most of only a limited quanity left in stock, so when they’re gone,
you will become loyal Stauer clients in the years to come, but for they’re GONE! Call to reserve your FREE Cultured Pearl Necklace
now, while luxury prices soar, we will give you these classic today and experience a brilliant new definition of price-less luxury!
pearls so you can treat yourself or someone you love without the Mitsuko® Cultured Pearl Necklace (26" strand) $295**
outrageous price tag.
*
Your Cost With Offer Code—
We did find a magnificent cache of cultured pearls at the best price
that I have ever seen. Our pearl dealer was stuck. A large foreign *pay only shipping & processing of $24.95.
luxury department store in financial trouble cancelled a massive You must use the offer code below to receive this special free necklace.
order at the last minute, so instead, we grabbed all of those gorgeous
pearls. He sold us an enormous cache of his roundest, whitest, most
iridescent cultured 6 ½–7 ½ mm pearls for only pennies on the dollar. Offer Code MFP403-03
But let me get to the point: his loss is your gain. Many of you Mention this code to receive free necklace.
Rating of A+
may be wondering about your next gift for someone special. This
14101
Southcross
Drive
W.,
Dept.
MFP403-03,
®
year, we’ve really come to the rescue.
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 www.stauer.com

FREE

1-800-333-2045

Stauer

* This offer is valid in the United States (and Puerto Rico) except in TX, FL, CO, OK, RI, NH, WV, OR, SC, VA and ID. These state residents will be charged one
cent ($.01) + shipping & processing for the item. Void where prohibited or restricted by law. Offer subject to state and local regulations. Not valid with any other
offers and only while supplies last. This offer is limited to one item per shipping address. ** Free is only for customers using the offer code versus the price on Stauer.com
without your offer code.

Smar t Luxuries—Surprising Prices™
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